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EDITOR'S

INTRODUCTION

Parnassus has never been far from my mind over the past few months;
yet, as I try to introduce it to you now, knowing that as you read this it is
something tangible and not just the unreal thing I now imagine, I am not
sure what to say. There are many things I might express here. The difficulty
stems, I think, from the reverence I have come to have for these pages.
(Also, perhaps, to a nearly perpetual case of writer's block—but that I won't
as readily admit.)
Every author and artist whose name appears in this journal has earned
his or her place. Our staff has meticulously sorted through many submis
sions, attempting to narrow them down to those most worthy of inclusion,
and I am sure that before any of these made it into our hands, they were
labored over with much time, intensity, and care.
Artistic representation of any kind is draining, and then, once you have
put yourself onto the page, it is something brave to put that piece of your
self out there for just anyone to see. I am grateful to all those whose work
contributes to this year's journal. I am impressed by the talent you possess.
I would also like to express my thanks to this year's Parnassus staff for
their hard work and amiability and to Professor Satterlee for his support
and advice. You each brought something to this journal that wouldn't have
been here otherwise.
If I could lend you a borrowed thought to take with you through these
pages, it would be in the words of William Faulkner: "The aim of every art
ist is to arrest motion, which is life, by artificial means and to hold it fixed so
that a hundred years later, when a stranger looks at it, it moves again since
it is life." That is also my aim for this edition of Parnassus; that it is life.
—Kelli Conners
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Worlds

ADAM COLDER

A word gnaws in my mind, I find;
Soon it shapes itself to be into being
A thing, an entity, a form, a fluid,
A trickling dabble littie brook.
This word, it has color that pops
Little explosions, bright lights in the night
Fluorescendy effervescent like
Gaudy flaunt dazzle jazz.
Now my word begins to bud; with flavor, a cuisine,
Its tangy skin ruptures and bursts, splashing juice,
Tasting of rose buds or forest's raw berries, or
Cappuccino chocolate cookie crumbs.
Fully alive, proportionate with weight and breadth,
Amassing magnitude and colossal clout and
Bellowing under the burden of being,
My worlds swirl luminous and immense.

ADAM GOLDER
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Elk

2nd PLACE PROSE

BRENT CLOUSE

Inhaling slowly; cold air stinging lungs and filling a hollow chest. A gi
ant stood in front of him sniffing the dry air — white vapor pouring from
nostrils like engine's steam. Its body stood elegant and fierce — both mus
cular and meek. He was a true king of winter. Eyes jet black and cold — an
unforgettable face. He would never forget that face.
The still wind made the falling snow linger in the air — motionless.
Holding his breath, feeling each heartbeat through a bare finger against an
arrow's feather. It wasn't a bow - it was him, part of him. His brother's and
father's, too. Wood, stone, and flesh. Together.
The breath slowly left his lips, each heartbeat counted. Five - the beast
kept its ground, unaware. Four — the horse sinew yawning with tension.
Three — he sees him; the weight of the arrow set, ready. Two — eyes like
mine, dark and old. One — a new bond between us. Snow, wind, and us.
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Spring's Melt

KEVIN CROSBY

KEVIN CROSBY
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Waking

AMANDA WINGERS

Sleep lifts and I wake in an unfamiliar room—
Your room.
Rain's fingers grace the pane
Leisurely lingering on the glass
and I sink
deeper
into blue sheets—
Your sheets.
Lying motionless,
my eyes feel out the contours of the room
in the gray morning light,
imprinting every detail to memory...
the oak desk, the broken
lamp, the antique
dresser, the roseleaf
wallpaper, clothes—
your clothes—
folded neady in their piles
except for yesterday's shirt lying
crumpled on the carpet.
The house breathes steadily in the quiet—
the swish of the washer,
the crackle of the fire in its place,
the steady heartbeat of a home.
Beneath me the house stirs softly,
the rich warm scent of hazelnut coffee rambles
up the stairs slipping
under the door, and
coaxing me from my cocoon.
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The young day shuffles
sleepily like a child in Daddy's slippers,
My warm toes tiptoe down the cool wood steps
and I spy bare feet—
your feet,
protruding from under a quilt
accompanied by subtle snoring.
I settle into your chair willing
warm coffee to sweep sleep's cobwebs away
as I hazily sift through wake and dream.

AMANDA WINGERS
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To Wake the River Daughter

VALERIE PRESCOTT

There lies within my soul a stream
That flows steady and still
Upon its surface sunrays gleam
And there I drink my fill
Perhaps one day the snows will melt
Upon some distant peak
And rushing down from where they dwelt
Will swell my peaceful creek
The surging waters quick will rise
And throw themselves ahead
And cut their way beneath the skies
To somewhere else instead
I wait until that future day
When someone stirs the water
When something shifts and then gives way
And wakes the river daughter
For there's a fear I'm loath to speak
That someday by and by
The stream will dwindle, low and weak
And finally grow dry
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A Day at the Cafe

ALEXANDRA SEMINARO

Author's Note: This is a reproduction of art that I made for a 2D class. It is acrylic
on masonite.
ALEXANDRA SEMINARO
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Resurrection Mornings

KELSEY WARREN

2nd PLACE POETRY

It was worst in the mornings, when each sunrise shone
on another new-knit scar—a thick welt stretching
across Prometheus's skin as the man-maker lay back
resigned against the rock, with no one to roll the stone away
and only greedy-beaked communicants for company.
It feels a fitting penalty, fit to a full-blown mythology—
a religious tradition too lavish to stop
with one god, or even three, instead spawning a mountainful—
a system that scoffs at one son begotten on one virgin as absurdly unimagi
native,
instead dreaming innumerable conquests, innumerable sons:
a household as extravagant as gilded rain.
It's the same system that would laugh at the ease of just one death
and a single resurrection morning, calling a one-time payment a jeweddown ransom.
What, after all, is one weekend of hell to an immortal?
An empty tomb is not to the point. Cheating death is only cheating.
The punishment is in the predictability—in a foresight that forces
the redeemer to see and steel for the inevitable, yes,
but also to grow hopeless in the inevitability,
knowing only the redeemed will feel unending fife or hope again;
to endure a passion too immutable to sweat blood over and to know it is
finished
never. It is a payment so over-the-top that it can't be one-upped.
(I'll match that and raise you, Peter must have thought: I'll do it upside
down.)
To such a system, a neady-folded shroud would be as disappointing
as a scapegoat wandering back home, or Prometheus let loose
to flaunt a soft pink scar in his side. It calls instead
for a god whose day breaks only to another inevitable round—
a god who braces again at sunrise to take it like a man.

KELSEY WARREN
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Medium: Paint and Ink applied to Photograph
CARLRY LEE
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Romance

LUKE HARTY

The sky has opened up
And God is crying on your tater tots
You could have seen this coming
When the car refused to slow
As you crossed a puddled street
On a stolen bike with no brakes
When the stray dog undressed his teeth
In a way that's familiar
Two minutes in the rain
Wet tots
There's no-one to call
No information to convey
Or create
You have ordained yourself
A mainstreaming hermit
Raindrops in puddles dance
Like insects, not the stoic
Roaches of Bukowski's cheap love
Affairs in motel humidity
Roaches that exist as their foreroaches did
Like mountain gorillas—
moderately tame
in an unnatural habitat
The tots foreshadow the cookie
Which foreshadows the milk
And the belly
And the couch in the dark
As you wait for your girlfriend
To wash her face
Brush her teeth
And call you on the phone

LUKE HARTY
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Family Fun Park

ALYSSA HARTMAN

1st PLACE PROSE

It's such a beautiful day. The weather is wonderful and you are wonder
ful. Your eyes light up as we pull into the parking lot and you get your first
glimpse of the family fun park. Vibrant reds, blues, and yellows announce
a child's paradise and the clear, sunny skies add to the cheery atmosphere.
You're enchanted. Hurry, Momma. Hurry. You squirm as I smear your
fair, freckled skin with sunscreen and arrange your smooth blonde hair into
pigtails. Pigtails, Momma? You're six going on sixteen, but I won't let
you grow up. Not yet. Walking toward the entrance gate, I reach for your
hand. No Momma, I'm a big girl. Crossing your arms over your chest, you
march along beside me, chattering endlessly about Ferris wheels, ice cream,
and carnival games. I smile at you being your confident little self. Money
for tickets, tickets for hand stamps, and we're finally in the middle of your
dreamland. You race toward the nearest attraction, ready to start the day.
I call you back. Restroom first. You groan, I insist, and eventually we end
up inside a dingy gray building tucked away behind the roller coaster and
the hot sausage stand. Funny. All the glitz and glamour of the park seems
dulled by the stark appearance of the humble facility. You step into an
open stall and slam the door. Confident. Big girl. But I'm still a parent. A
mother. Your mother. Stationed outside your door, I'm watching your feet,
warding off any danger.
Then I hear her. And him. The deep raspy curses of a woman and
the weak, desperate squeals of her son break through the silence. I see her
thick legs a few stalls down from you. I see his tiny toddler body on the
floor at her feet. She is angry. Yelling. Beating. Cursing. Slapping. His
soiled pants lay discarded on the floor evidencing his unpardonable crime.
She is furious. He's crying. Pleading. Sorry. He's so small, so weak, and so
vulnerable. Defenseless. It's not his fault. My eyes lock on the scene be
fore me. I'm witnessing some sort of terrible nightmare that is so painfully
real. Her arms, legs, and hands dip in and out of the space under the door.
Moving. Striking. She dances the aggressor's deadly dance. His body also
flashes in and out of view, whipped about by the whirl of her wrath. Up.
Down. Trying to run in the cramped space they share. I want to scream,
but no one would hear over her bellows. I want to cry but no one would
hear over his wails. With more hitting, more hating, and more hurting, she
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cleans him up and drags him from the stall. Her knuckles are white with
rage, squeezing his tiny toddler arms. She tries to quiet him. Come on now
boy, time to have fun at the family fun park. They pause at the door. A
toss of the head, a deep sigh, and a cheap smile and she is the picture of
composure. She yanks on the handle and the blazing sunlight fills the space
around her body like a halo. Hiding in the darkness I feel my stomach turn
at the sick irony. She pulls him out the door, smiling to the world. It never
happened.
Then suddenly you're here beside me, tugging at my shirt with ur
gency. Momma, did you hear? Momma? I hear you, but I can't answer.
My throat is parched and my tongue is gone, swallowed up by my heart. I
nod quickly, too quickly. You must think I'm impatient. Not impatient, just
guilty. Guilty because I realize that in watching her with him, I took my
eyes off of your feet in your stall. Guilty because I let you hear, because
you saw, because you knew. Guilty because I said nothing and did nothing.
Guilty because I took more than my share of motherly love and poured it
into you while he died of thirst. Guilty. The air is thick with tension and
the haunting memories of the last few moments are suffocating me. I take
hold of your hand and this time you don't pull away. Do you know that it
would break my heart if you let go? Or are you just scared? You hold tight
to me holding tight to you and all six years of you weighs down on me in a
strange, comforting sort of way. We head for the door. Your hand is wet; I
didn't give you enough time with the electric dryer. My hand is wet, clammy
with nervous perspiration. Rushing past the line of waiting mothers with
tottering children, I wonder what they think or if they saw or if any of them
will repeat the performance. I can't face the children. I am convinced they
are all wearing welts, physical and emotional scars hidden under a t-shirt for
a day of family fun. My stomach twists tighter into a knot of disgust and
I urge you along into the blinding sunshine. Too bright. The sharp rays
seem to penetrate the mask of mankind, revealing every duplicity. The light
glistens in your eyes, reflecting your fear and your questions and your inno
cence lost. Omniscient light. It knows what happens in the shadows — the
gray spots in a world of color. There is fury in the family fun park. And
somehow, the day isn't so beautiful.

ALYSSA HARTMAN
Parnassus
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Two Across (Common Crossword Answers)

ELLEN MCCONNELL

An AGE AGO
Her ancestors ALIT,
Strong OSLO stock
From OVER the SEA.
With AXES and plows
And ARMS of IRON
They EKED out their ORT
From an ACRE of EDEN
So that ERAS later
With equal ELAN
Me and my NANA,
Myrtle IRENE,
Could practice our ART
Of PEN and ink,
Crossing OLD words
And the EONS between.

Author's Note: Dedicated to Myrde Eaton: a good puzzle solver, a great storyteller,
and a very precious Grandma. Capitalized words are taken from a list of the most
common crossword puzzle answers.
ELLEN MCCONNELL
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Medium: Graphite Pencil
CHRISTINA GATTI
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GULAG 117 JARED DERBY

They could see immediately that this would not be a place of com
fort. The stark landscape—brown, only brown, as far as they could see—
coincided well with the chill that seeped through their meager clothing and
sapped the heat—the life—from their bodies.
Behind them the boxcar door clanged shut. Mariya, the youngest, be
gan to cry. "I want my home," she said, sobbing softly. "I want Mama and
Papa."
"Hush, Mariya," Anatoliy hissed urgently. "Do you want them to beat
us again?"
Irina, chained on the other side of Mariya, attempted to calm her. "It's
okay, Mariya. I'm sure we will go home soon." The lie, obvious to all the
others, seemed to comfort Mariya, and her sobbing reduced to sniffles.
A hulking man loomed over them, his Kalashnikov assault rifle held
menacingly across his drab, parka-clad chest. "Why is she crying?" he asked.
"Make her stop, or I will make all of you cry with her. After all, we must
share equally—it's the socialist way! And isn't that what your kind loves
best? To cry with each other?"
"Oleg!" A voice chastised the guard. "Enough. These children are our
guests." The speaker, dressed in a parka identical to Oleg's, appeared out
of the shack in front of the chained children. "Even the most hardened
dissidents can be rehabilitated and made productive members of society—
how much more these young ones, who have merely been indoctrinated
with rubbish by their ill-informed parents? Let's not mistreat future fellow
citizens of our Motherland."
"Yes, Doctor," Oleg acquiesced begrudgingly. "Do you want me to take
them to their fine, upstanding citizens' cells?"
The doctor seemed about to object, but checked himself. "By all means.
Get them processed and settled." He turned to the children. "Good bye,
young ones. I'll see all of you later, I'm sure."
Oleg glared at the children as they watched the doctor's departing back.
"Get in line, all of you! Form up!" His voice lowered. "If any of you gets
me in trouble again, I'll beat you so badly you won't be able to walk!"
Stepan spoke up: "We didn't get you into trouble, sir. The doctor just
overheard what you were saying."
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Oleg charged toward the boy. The older children cringed, but before
anyone could say anything, the hard wood of the rifle butt crashed into Stepan's head with a sickening, hollow thump. The boy collapsed as his blood
poured from the wound and turned the dirt underneath to mud. Mariya
began to cry again.
Oleg gestured to the two boys chained to Stepan. "You two, pick him
up, and all of you get inside." He pointed to the gate that gaped ominously
before them. "Welcome to GULAG 117."
Research Log 15/11/1957
The subjects have adjusted surprisingly well to the environment. I am
somewhat concerned over the lack of food available—if their bodies do
not receive the proper number of kilocalories, their minds will not funcdon
at peak performance levels. Re-education is already difficult, and will only
be made more difficult by sub par reasoning on their part. Subjects thus
far are passively resistant, refusing to give up traditions for the good of
society. Physical punishment has little appreciable impact on indoctrination
efforts, though it is effective in correcting other maladaptive behaviors. I
have noted a fraying of nerves amongst the staff and guards of the facility,
probably attributable to the complete isolation ordered by the Politburo.
Everyone wishes they could return to Moscow and society. The experiment
will continue as planned.
"You're not being reasonable," he repeated tiredly. "How many times
must I explain to you the dangers inherent in your religion?"
Anatoliy slumped in his seat. "I'm sorry, Doctor. I haven't seen these
dangers."
"Anatoliy, do you really think that you know better than the State? Much
study has been done—Christianity is dangerous. And it is false—philoso
phers have disproved it. Historians have disproved it. These are well-trained
state experts, no less. You are professing a lie."
"No, Doctor, it's not a lie. I do not believe that."
The doctor sighed. "Anatoliy, this is the third time this week that you
have refused to think. I am referring you to Oleg's care—the pain should
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help you focus your mind on the facts and reach the reasonable conclu
sion." He waved his hand at the glass window inset in the door. The guard
entered. "Take Anatoliy to Oleg's workshop. Instruct Oleg to be extra-at
tentive. This boy still refuses to live up to his potential and is a disappoint
ment to the state."
"Back again, eh, Anatoliy?" Oleg bared his teeth in a smile. "The rub
ber strap was getting lonely."
Anatoliy's only reply was to remove his thin prison shirt, fold it, and
set it next to a variety of painful-looking instruments that lay on the long
counter that ran the length of the otherwise bare room. More torturous
implements hung along the walls. Anatoliy bent over and grasped the two
metal bars that protruded from the wall like a sadistic exercise implement.
Oleg raised the strap and brought it down with a welt-raising CRACK!
"One...."
Anatoliy collapsed at fifty-seven lashes—his personal record. At sev
enty lashes, Oleg stopped beating the twitching form and summoned sev
eral of the other guards to haul the boy back to his cell. Stepan, his head
wound from the first day now noticeable only by the dent in his skull, was
summoned to wash Anatoliy's back and stay with him, to alert the guards if
Anatoliy died during the night.
Just after the third-watch guards had taken their predecessors' places,
Stepan awoke from his fitful slumber. Stretching his cramped limbs, he
slowly stood from his crouch against the wall and crossed the small cell to
where the injured boy still lay awake in agony.
"Water," Anatoliy rasped through parched lips. "Water, please." Stepan
hurriedly grasped the battered tin cup and held it so that Anatoliy could
drink.
"How are you?"Stepan asked. "You have a new record, by the way—
fifty-seven."
Anatoliy attempted to smile, but managed only a grimace. "That's
something, at least." He frowned. "I can't feel my legs, Stepan. And my
back is still bleeding. I don't know. I've never felt this badly before." He
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collapsed back on the cement floor. "I think I'm going to be getting out of
here early. Soon."
"What do you mean?" Stepan asked. Then he got it. "No, Anatoliy—
you'll recover. You aren't going to die."
"I'm sorry," Anatoliy said. "I'm not going to miss this place, but I wish
that I could say good-bye to the others before I go." His breathing became
more labored. "Tell Mariya not to cry. She'll see me soon enough, I think."
"Stop talking like this," Stepan pleaded. "You'll be fine."
'Yes, I will. Very shordy." Anatoliy smiled, then he grew more serious.
"Tell Oleg that I forgive him. And the doctor, too. Tell them—" Anatoliy
struggled to breathe. "Tell them that I hope to see them someday." He fell
back again and was still.
"Anatoliy? Speak to me. Anatoliy?" Stepan shook him. "Help! Guard!"
Research Log 22/12/1957
Since the death of Subject 34, a strange phenomenon seems to have
gripped several of my fellow researchers. These men—all good Party mem
bers when this experiment began—have expressed some reservations about
the parameters of our work here. One even voiced possibly seditious re
marks against the State. The guards also are not immune—my best behav
ioral modification specialist was relieved of his duties after he refused to
carry them out. A brief analysis suggests that he is suffering from guilt over
his role in Subject 34's death. Although the dissidents have been isolated
from their colleagues, I cannot guarantee that this will halt the spread of
doubt. What is it that makes Christianity so infectious? A follow-up study
may be in order.
Moscow's next transmission urgently requested an update on the situ
ation. The camp commander obeyed, sending a report detailing an increas
ing deviance from socialist ideology and rising insubordination. After that,
the radio fell silent.
The bombers came at midday. The absence of antiaircraft weaponry at
the camp made this run a particularly easy one, and several of the crewmen
wondered aloud why they were wasting so much ordnance on daytime
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practice. Obediently, however, they emptied their bays over the isolated
outpost. The fires burned for several hours thereafter, until they had con
sumed all the building materials that had been imported into the wasteland.
A blackened crater remained to mark the spot of GULAG 117.
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Solitary Swell CHRISTINE CROSBY
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Humanity: A Meditation

ETHAN HARRISON

Author's Note: 1 took this photo on Grafton Street in Dublin, Ireland. There have
been a few times when I was sure God showed up as I took a picture; this is one of
them. All I can say is take time to dwell in this photo.
ETHAN HARRISON
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For Nathan

ANDREA WALKER

i wonder why
Death's hands are cold
although they stole
his life
his heat:
98.6 degrees

Author's Note: I wrote this brief poem after learning that a friend from middle school
had been killed in a car accident. Although I hadn't seen him in years, I was still
stunned, and I began exploring the many questions raised by death. While it is tided
"For Nathan," I hope my poem reflects a response to loss to which many people can
relate.
ANDREA WALKER
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The Silver Cord

KELSEY WARREN

"The silver cord snaps, the golden howl breaks; the waterpitcher is smashed, and the pul
ley at the well is shattered. Then will our bodies return to the earth, and the spirit return
to God."—Ecclesiastes 12:6-7
I was pulled out of my dream by his presence in the room. Too tired
to stir fully from sleep, I never opened my eyes, afraid it would make falling
back asleep just that much harder. I reached across the bed for him and his
hand met my groping fingers as he bent to take off his shoes. I shivered in
voluntarily as his cold fingers entwined in my own warm ones. He lay beside
me then, lifting the covers and sliding behind me in the bed. Our forms,
stretched full-length, fit well together as he curled against me. I could feel
his cold chest pressing against my back, the chill seeping through the night
dress I wore. I groaned melodramatically at the unreasonable coldness of
his body and he laughed quiedy at my reaction, the same every night, his
laugh a deep murmur in his chest. I kicked his cold feet away from mine,
smiling groggily with my eyes still shut. I leaned back against him, letting
my almost feverish warmth thaw him. I sighed as his shivering kisses trailed
across the back of my neck and I slipped deeper into sleep.
She would burrow deep into the blankets on the bed until she was a
fevered bundle, her knees curled to her chest like a child. Her shimmering
grey nightdress trembled as she shivered and buried herself deeper under
the covers. She wasn't cold; the nightdress clung clammily to her sweaty
form and her hair was plastered in wet curls along her neck, framing her
flushed face in damp tendrils.
She dreamed she held a ball of thread, and she recognized it immedi
ately as the magic thread in a French story from her childhood. The ball
was a witch's gift to a boy impatient to grow up. The thread was the boy's
lifeline; a small tug at the unwinding thread would vault him mysteriously
forward in time, passing over the unpleasant or mundane moments of his
life until he came to old age, having flown through life with each tug as if in
a dream. The silver ball of thread was a gift, an answered wish, and her own
life hummed along the thread, but with a shudder she realized she didn't
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want it. Somehow, though, it was tugging itself without her help and she
was watching in horror as the moments flew spinning past. Frantic, she
began to carefully recoil the ball, drawing the thread back and wrapping it
around the ball as quickly as she could. The thread only slipped off of the
ball's round sides and began unwinding faster, finally rolling entirely from
her hands, falling with dizzying speed and unraveling faster than she could
chase it. As the ball fell she felt a painful wrench in her chest; her heart
stammered over a set of missing beats. Looking down, she saw she no lon
ger held the end of the silver thread—instead, it disappeared directly into
her body. She began frantically clutching at the thread, pulling it with all of
her strength, but her chest only tightened painfully. It was as if it had been
threaded through her ribs—it refused to break in her hands. Suddenly, the
importance of the thread struck her with an almost physical force and she
became desperate to catch the other end, now tumbling farther and farther
away. She followed the thread hand-over-hand as if it were a kite-string
guide in a dark cave or Theseus' rope through the Minotaur's maze. As she
stumbled through the spinning dream, she saw the thread snarling in her
hands, locking in interminable knots.
He doesn't pull the blankets over us again but I smile to myself instead
of shivering, waiting for his touch. His cool hand slides from my hip down
my leg, brushing against the hem of my nightdress, just at my knees. His
fingers toy with the unraveling edge, patting the loose threads into place
and against the fabric. Turning toward him, I curl into his arms. Pressing
me onto my back, he props his elbows on the bed on either side of my
shoulders, resting his upper body lightly across mine and smiling down at
me. He bends to kiss my forehead, using one hand to brush back the sweaty
locks of hair at my temples. I close my eyes as he moves over me more fully,
lightly running his fingers along my neck and sighing softly. His hand trails
from my collarbone and slips down between our bodies to linger on my
stomach and rest there protectively, meaningfully, before he deepens the
kiss and pulls me tightly against himself in a hold as immutable as if I were
literally bound to his side.
I close my eyes more tightly and concentrate on our movements,
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willing this to happen—for us to create a child. We will have a child. We are
forming a child. I will give him a child. My eyes are tighdy shut and I realize
my jaw is achingly clenched as I try to concentrate. I focus on relaxing my
body while my mind tenses. I can sense a phrase dancing at the edge of my
mind, and I am trying to seize it, to understand it. It must be important—
it's something I need to know for this to happen. It tumbles through my
thoughts and I try to catch it, to hold it, to say it. Silver cord. Silver cord. I'm
reaching for my husband, for fulfillment, for a child, and what I'm grasping
is a phrase I don't understand.
It is hard to sleep now. I reach across the bed for him but nothing meets
my groping fingers. But the window is open, and somehow the cold is com
forting. I can hear the wind's murmuring sigh as it teases the curtains. It's a
comforting sound, and though it's winter I can't resist raising the sash each
night before I sleep.
Again in her dreams she caught hold of the silver thread, following it
like one blind. It had thickened into a sinewy silver cord and she stumbled
after it in the darkness. Suddenly she was sitting in the spinning darkness
and the cord lay knotted in her lap. She bent over it to untangle it and it
hummed in her hands—she felt a current run through it that reminded her
of the painful throb of blood returning to deadened fingers. She found that
she could work the knots out more quickly with her eyes closed, and so she
threw back her head, her hands flying over the snarls.
It is hard to sleep now, and harder to dream. I brace myself for bed,
my jaws clenched and my eyes shut tight, my body curled with fear. Each
night I fall into dark dreams, and it feels like bracing my body beforehand
will somehow carry protectively over to the dream world. I drag the sheets
and covers around me in a tourniquet-hold, pulling them across my chest
and under my neck, pinning them under my shoulders and hoping desper
ately that the blankets will be some sort of deterrent. Nevermind that the
straightjacket sheets will probably only make for a more difficult escape;
entering my dreams blind, bound, and braced still seems safest.
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I was pulled out of my dream by his presence in the room. Too tired
to stir fully from sleep, I never opened my eyes, afraid it would make fall
ing back asleep just that much harder. It was hard to sleep now, and I knew
that clearing the sleep from my clumping lashes would only make me lose
the delicious haze of my dreams—better to linger in the space between.
With my eyes still closed, I half-shrugged off the heavy grey blankets I had
swathed myself in, lifting the covers invitingly with one hand and reaching
blindly for him with the other. He must have lain down beside me because
I felt the coldness pressing against me. These nights he no longer laughed.
Letting the covers fall, I leaned back into the cold and waited for the feel of
his shivering kisses on my neck. I slipped deeper into sleep.
Her eyes opened as she unhitched the final knot of the silver cord.
With a starded pang she saw the end. One end still remained threaded
through her ribs and the main length of the cord lay smoothly coiled in a
sinuous pile beside her. Now here, in her hands, lay the other end, frayed
as if broken with some force from what it had been tied to. She gasped as
the realization flooded her—she was connected to nothing—the cord had
snapped. She let the frayed end fall, and the other end of the cord slithered
from beneath her ribs, sinking to her feet in a lifeless pool of silver. She felt
a sudden stabbing ache as she bent to catch its fall and it passed through her
fingers as she grasped her stomach in pain.
She was pulled out of her dream by the pain, and she arched in bed, her
hand pressed hard into her side. Her stomach was seized in fiery spasms, a
pain so strong she clenched her eyes against it, steeling her spine and grind
ing her jaw. She twisted against the sheets, overcome by the force of the
spasms, her knees curled to her chest like a child. She couldn't concentrate
on anything but the pain, and she faded from consciousness into troubled
dreams.
When she woke some time later, she reached to touch her abdomen
again. She only felt numb, the pain replaced by a cold fear in the pit of her
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stomach, and her entire body cold. Her stomach had gently swollen, mound
ing sofdy in front of her. Her memory spun back to a time when she might
have been pleased by her swollen stomach, when she might have thought
she was with child. But she knew before pressing her hand to the mound
that it was hard and unyielding. She was bleeding internally.
The breeze sends a chill up her spine, sweeping up her backbone like
cold kisses. Her skin prickles as the chill plays over her, and she shudders—
perhaps in pain, perhaps with a small feeling of pleasure. Somehow the cold
is comforting.
I threw off the sheets, lying back, numb. I felt that I was growing cold.
There was nothing more to fear.

Author's Note: In "The Silver Cord," I was interested in different states of conscious
ness—dreaming, daydreaming, lucid dreaming, out-of-body experiences, cataplexy,
and even death. The best part of the writing process was skimming through crazy
astral projection chat rooms in the name of research.
KELSEY WARREN
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the holocaust

KATHARINE FLORO

1st PLACE POETRY

the hate was building back in spring,
when buds were bursting full and trees
had furled out their lambent flags,
the rotten dirt lay festering.
how dare the trees stand tall and proud?
from common masses of the earth
they robbed the wealth that swaddles every
twig and branch in splendid shroud!
so through the months the dirt below
begrudged and pouted, hardened, cracked,
above, the leaves learnt how to sing,
the earth resented every note,
until at last its rage unreeled,
it sliced the trees with scythes of ice
and flayed the leaves with whips of wind
and relished death and pain revealed.
the crimson lit in every limb—
at first a spark, but soon a blaze
consumed the helpless flags of green,
they flared, and withered into dim.
their rotting corpses tumbled down
upon the bloated, gloating dirt,
the starving mother-trees, bereaved,
spread bony fingers up to mourn
and watched their children's bodies thrown,
forsaken, into unmarked graves,
the dirt devoured every corpse,
the snowflakes piled on the bones.
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beneath the cloistered clods, the slain
in patience suffer through the cold,
awaiting resurrection hope,
the rippling of an April rain.
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The Good Old Days

MARIKA REPPAS

Mneh, Mneh. My dentures are so sexy. My teeth have never looked this
good. I hate being old. No, I love being old. Who am I kidding—I'm not
old. I'm the sexiest man alive. Yeah. The women just can't keep their eyes
off me. Oh, yeahhh. Women kill for older men. They just can't control
themselves. All I have to do is say, "Hey Beautiful," and maybe, if I really
want to get them blushing, toss in a wink, and a deep gaze—gets 'em every
time. The problem is they get so clingy after a while. It's almost like they
want me to worship them. I mean, I'm a busy man. Sure, I think you've got
a cute butt, but I don't have time to be thinking about you all day. I don't
know what they expect. I've got a lot on my mind—lots of important busi
ness—I can't be remembering everybody's name and favorite candy. God,
these women! They just undress me with their eyes wherever I go—there's
nothing I can do. They have no reserve; I tell you, they're out of control.
I can't shut them up sometimes. And they refuse to carry on intelligent
conversations; all they do is beg me to flex and do pushups and—
"Roy? There you are! What in the world are you doing sitting in the
closet? You're still playing with that Rubik's cube?! You can't even see in
here! C'mon, it's time to go change your diaper. C'mon now, be a big boy!"
I do love women. But some women—they just need to be put in their
place. They start out sweet, looking innocent. Those shy smiles and nervous
laughs. But after a while, they get bratty. They start bossing you aroundnagging you to stop watching TV, forcing you to shave. They like to wipe
away as much manhood as they can. It's like they want me to be their dad
dy—buy them stuff, let them whine and cry on me, but they also want to
be my mother at the same time—telling me what to do, making sure I don't
run around naked or swear in public. They just need to lay off and stop get
ting in my business.
"Roy, good job on your bowel movement! It's been a while. God, I need
a smoke."
Kissing a smoker is like licking an ashtray. I read that on a billboard
once. I've never licked an ashtray, so I can't say it's true. Some of the smok
ers I've kissed have been damn good though. MMM. But my grandma was
a smoker. I hated my grandma when I was a kid—she always wanted me to
lay one on her. I still don't understand that. Just a litde creepy. The female
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race just finds me too irresistibly sexy I guess. I even have to deal with my
own grandma being attracted to me—God! It really must be hell to be a
woman. To have no control over your emotions, to never make logical de
cisions, always getting lost and disoriented, getting pregnant—a beer belly
you don't even get to earn. Losing your last name, bleeding in your pants
every month uncontrollably—thank God I'm not a woman.
"Roy. Have you been kissing the mirror? I just cleaned that! Put this on.
Your nurse is here to give you a check-up."
Some people just don't know how to mind their own business.
"Good morning, Roy! How are you today? This will just take a minute.
You know, 70% of men your age have prostate cancer—wouldn't want to
be one of them now, would we?"
I don't put up with people who touch my stuff. People that get in my
space. People try to pin you down in one way or another—saying you gotta
be like this or that, get this or that thing done—I don't do that crap. I know
how to get away from those smart asses, too—Like I did every day in high
school. I had the best day of my life getting away from people like that. I
was a senior in high school, and one day while skipping school, I got a bril
liant idea—hitchhike to the beach, baby. Check out those surfer babes and
their bikinis. Well, I went to the beach—or what I like to call Paradise—
taking off my shirt to work on my tan and show off my chest hair. These
are the kinda things they should be teaching in school—how to attract the
babes. I laid there on the sand for a while, watching those girls (probably
college girls on spring break) and the little bouncing ties on their bikinis.
One girl in particular, with little red ties around her neck—so tempting.
I just wanted to take that little beaded string in my hands and tug. Too
tempting. I jumped up, running toward the ocean, into the cool water, just
as a large wave crashed over my head. The girl was nearby, so I screamed,
thrashing around, pretending like I was drowning—
TWEEEEEEEP!
"Sir! Stop splashing people. This is lap swim—please get out of the
pool."
The girl in the red bikini was now beside me, leaning over me. Her hair
was long and wet. I could feel the beaded red ties of her bikini bottoms
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brushing against my firm abs. I whimpered, telling her she was an angel.
Her dark eyes filled with concern for me—and lust. My plan was working.
Her name was Michelle. She was a dark brunette and tanned. She must
have thought I was a dreamy stud because she wanted to hang out the rest
of the day. We left the beach, and she took me to her friend's garage and we
smoked some pot together. Her friend brought out some "special" brown
ies that tasted amazing—the brisk spice of the weed combined with rich
chocolate. I hadn't had anything to eat all day.
"HEY! You've got to pay us first! Mommmmmmm!! There's a mean
old man eating all our cookies without paying!"
"What is wrong with you!? Stealing from Girl Scouts?! You should be
ashamed of yourself!"
The brownies really hit the spot. Michelle wanted to go on a walk, so
we walked around the neighborhood, and admired the houses. The paint on
the houses looked like bubbles from a 7-Up. The cars shined with piercing
brightness. After a while we got tired and sat down.
"HONK! HONK! SCREEEEECH!"
"Oh my God! Is he okay?"
"He's crazy! He just walked right into the middle of the intersection
and laid down!"
Some of the neighbors told us to get off their property, so we kept
walking, and went downtown. We found a Barnes & Noble and fell onto
one of the couches. Michelle started crying quietly. "When I was a little girl,
I loved to read," she said. Her makeup was smeared underneath her eyes. I
told her I would read her a story, but when I opened a book, all the words
on the page had melted together and were dripping everywhere. I started
to make up a story and pretend like I was reading it. I told her that once
upon a time there was a panda bear named Timmy. He didn't think he was
very handsome, and he had a crush on Sophie the koala bear. Sophie was
so beautiful, but she didn't think she was. Michelle interrupted me and told
me it was a crappy story. Then I started to cry, and we just sat there on the
green couch staring off with wet faces for a long time.
When the voice over the loud speaker said they were closing, we left.
We walked out and it was night. We were silent for a long time. Michelle
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stopped to sit on a bench outside some store. She asked if I had ever eaten
acid before. I said no, so she showed me how to do it. I put it on my tongue
like she did. After I took it, Michelle took my hand and said, "C'mon, let's
go in a grocery store. They're the best places to trip out."
We walked for a few blocks, and I told Michelle that this had been the
best day of my life. She turned to me, raised her eyebrows, saying, "Just you
wait," and kept walking. After a while, we got to the grocery store, and I
went to the cereal section. I stood at the entrance to the aisle and watched
the gates of heaven open before me. Brightness filled the walls—gold stars,
blue ribbon bows, orange tiger stripes, and red lips smiling—the faces spar
kled, shimmering in waves down the aisle. I zoomed in on the LIFE cereal
box. Rainbow letters. I stared. The yellow-orange was the most beautiful
color I'd ever seen. I started to wish Michelle's hair was the yellow-orange
"f" color. I started to dip myself in the "f." I soaked in it, swimming, and
spinning. It swirled around me like water going down a drain, my skin turn
ing the same yellow-orange. I swam through it, twisting fast, and feeling the
color move all around my body.
"There he is! Roy. Calm down. Roy, it's going to be okay."
I bounced out of the LIFE box and started jumping through Cheerio
hoops. I aimed and dived, slipping through each one with my hands up and
squealing as I flew through them.
"Roy, stop. This isn't a game."
Then they started coming at me at different angles. The Cheerios start
ed punching me in my sides—they were moving so fast, I couldn't dodge
them.
"You need to come back with us. You've been lost for a while. Roy, be
good. You've been in a lot of danger—we need to take you back home."
"I'll come around this side."
"Roy, you've had an adventure today, but it's time to come back now
and get some sleep. We have your favorite double chocolate br—"
One of the Cheerios bit its fangs into my shoulder, and I sunk to the
floor.
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"

ADAM COLDER

my bones rebel against this song.
surely it would have been better
to be born still, did You deem it worth
your while to whimsy us into existence
and let the record play?
i try to dance around the
disconcert that is everywhere,
limbs strewn askew, splayed
naked as they came.
it seems this massacre is
Your twisted pleasure, the appeal
must be in the struggle, the floundering—
who doesn't enjoy a good match?
we were equally happy in eternity or
oblivion until we came to know what those were,
the smell of a lover, or the color of blood.
i was robbed the choice of choosing.
so.
i set my face and avert my eyes
from the bodies lying along the way.
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The Integration of Abuse and Learning

PAUL ALFORD

Better wake up. It's one thirty. I guess I can still attend my last class.
This will be the hundredth time I've overslept; better email my professors
and tell them I had the swine flu. Today is going to be terrible.
I swing my legs off the bed. I notice the three pillows that fell off my
bed during the night. I must have been fidgeting. The closet mirror shows
cocaine residue on my upper lip— that explains the pillows. If I go smoke
right now, I'll have time to come down a little before my three-o-clock class.
I load my pockets with essentials: lighter, Purell, eye drops, gum, pipe, and
an allergy medication bottle that definitely does not have pills in it. I grab a
jacket too— it's not cold outside but it will cover the smell from my t-shirt
when I come back inside.
I sit in my car on the other side of campus and load a generous bowl
while people go in and out of the dining commons. This will be my only
bowl today. It needs to be. It has to be. I select Grizzly Bear's "Yellow
House" on my iPod and drive the back roads for about twenty minutes
enjoying the pipe. I'm glad I paid extra for Kush; it was worth it. To mask
the odor I'll smoke a cigarette too. This is the only reason I started smoking
cigarettes four years ago. While I steer the wheel with my knee I put eye
drops in, wash my hands with the sanitizer, unwrap a piece of gum, and put
on my sweatshirt. I return to school. Maybe if I stretch my eyes with my
hands they won't slouch as much. On the way back in I say hello to my P.A.
Did I sound high? I couldn't hear myself speak. Hopefully I am not obvi
ous.
When I get back to my room I put my spidess tobacco in, change my
shirt, and scrub the marijuana resin off my fingertips with hand soap. This
afternoon should be pleasant. Twenty minutes pass. Why did I smoke? Why
DO I smoke? Why can't I go through life like all these other seemingly bliss
ful people? What if anyone discovers me? What if my parents find out? I
hate my life so much. I do a line of cocaine. Better. I feel better. The televi
sion, the lamp, the computer— everything is too bright. It isn't very accom
modating. I feel vibrant. I now have the tranquil mind to handle "Tom and
Jerry."
Two hours pass— it must be a marathon. FUCK. I missed my class. It's
okay, it's not that important. Why am I here? Remember junior year of
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high school? That was when I couldn't wait to go to a Christian school like
my dad, mom, and brother before me. I don't even believe in god. I have
no reason. Well, I did, otherwise I wouldn't have come here. I am thinking
too much. I need another bowl. Better do the big pipe this time. I named
it "McLovin."
The deed is done and I return to the dorm. What else is on? AMC is
running some shitty Stephen Baldwin movie. Oh boy. Why can't I believe
in god? That's all I need, right? It will make everything better, right? It will
make my inconsequential life worth living, right? This is a letter of opportu
nity. I have so many questions. I need help. This is a favor asked. Someone
impact me. Someone change me. Someone influence me. Someone save me.
Someone help.
I do another line of cocaine.
Better wake up.
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Locusts and Honey

VALERIE PRESCOTT

3rd PLACE PROSE

Sticky-sweet and golden, like honey. That's how I'll always remember
the day of my mother's funeral. My stiff black dress held the heat tight
against me, comforting or smothering—I'm still unsure. I sat in the silent
kitchen, waiting for my father to finish straightening his tie. He had re-done
it ten times, but his shaking hands wouldn't let him get it right. So I waited
at the table, listening to a grasshopper caught between the glass window and
the screen. He played a melancholy tune as he slowly died, trapped within
sight of the wide, green world. How beautiful, I thought, to serenade your
own death. Mama loved to sing, particularly the sweet hymns that echoed
from our white-washed church. But she couldn't serenade her death. She
couldn't speak, or move, or think, or sing. She just lay there on the cotton
sheets, gasping shallow breaths, her eyes constantly moving behind her eye
lids. In the other room lay the small body of my baby brother. Still-born.
He came too fast; he just flew straight through this world and into the next,
dragging my mother along behind him.
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Easter Night

JACK GALBRAITH

In thin cold,
the harsh white moon bled the day of its plump pinks
and greens and blues as we drove,
paid in sacrifice and sleep,
listing toward the vacant Taco Bell set
parallel to the lake and road.
2 generations passed the door and
possibly 3 stood at the counter;
Father, with his off-balance
analytical stare,
Mother, hung by a stately black
doubled scarf,
Sister, covered with a remark
or twitch of the mouth, and
myself with lazy eyes ordered
the average Mexican meal,
4 Nachos Bellgrande,
the staple of the pueblos and
slums of Mexico City
where storms of tanned cinnamon twists are cause
for celebration, Dance and crunch through
the curlicued streets and dusted flatroofs of the city, the harvest has come early.
We sat with what we ordered and ate,
half-listening to the risen Spanish words walking the edges
of the orange cracked tables from the dead freezers and fryers,
waiting for that man to change
one of the few faces he kept close at hand.
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1000 Pc Puzzle

MANDY MCCONNELL

Crumbling edge of a puzzle piece
Tumbles restlessly between two fingers
The shattered phonograph's not playing a sound
But you are dad, you are
The phone's got your attention now
Center stage and wooed by lips
The half-shaped couple is dancing round
On the cracked record forever
Spinning, glossy, and perfecdy still
While wooden reality speaks through
And between the reds, greens, and golds
My gritty sides won't fit
I don't remember the taste of slushies
But the scrapings of the straw
Trying to get the last of sugared ice
While you're driving, driving along
I don't remember the phone ringing then
Only how my mouth turned blue
Your lessons of William Tell Overtures
And the wonders of being old
Captivated by your fascinations
Being proud of being like you
But I can't remember the taste of slushies
And the memories won't fit
Torn between three separate states
How many flights has it been?
With a daughter not all you think she could be
It must be hard, hard on you
Your thoughts are scattered while I talk
There's always something important going
All of it's hanging off of you
You can't hear all of it
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I tell myself we're different now
I a woman, almost grown and smart
But try as I must, I must admit
I can neither put the puzzle together
Nor tear it apart
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Inside Out: A Metamorphosis

CORINNE HILLS

It's funny how such momentous things start off with seemingly innocuous
decisions. Drip, drop, and the ocean's overflowing.
Me, I decided to live. Such a simple thing, really. Dime a dozen, lives running
around on this earth. Well, they're worth more than that, but they really only
matter when they intersect with each other, warp and weft intertwined and the
loom weaving, clack, bang, thunder rolls and calls us home.
Not so sure where home is now. This deciding to live business has run me
into circles and out on new paths. Not terribly well worn paths, either. But it
suits me, I can tell that much. I'm growing, sprouting leaves and wings and
dreams. Oh, I'm still a budding fledgling half-asleep-awake, but something
soft and imperceptible whispers its name in my ear, and I think the gossamer
words it murmurs sound like
h o p e andc h a n g eand life.
I am still something brown, but not the grey-brown-dead color. 1 am some
thing dove-brown a n d soft, fragile, tremulous, a n d o f a n u n b r e a k a b l e
color. I think that is the color of a shaft of sun through a grimed-over win
dow pane (p a i n), the color of the flower that pushes through the cellar dirt,
its pale face drinking pale brown sun, weak, but so alive it can't help singing.
I don't think she liked it when I sang. Did you, Mama? It's a dangerous thing
to be singing of hope in white faces and courage in the dark. It's not that
she hated me, after all, just that she wanted a picture instead of a person. A
photo of the perfect daughter, caught in her frame-box and smiling brighter
than a puppet. She tried to love me, in her own tragic way. It's just, all her love
somehow turned into a roaring forge and my glass heart got perfected (read:
destroyed) between the hammer and the anvil. She meant to help, I can tell
that much. But only God can change hearts and perfect messes. I think she
forgot that.
Anyway, the point of all this, if such a thing can be made, is that deciding to
live had greater repercussions than a kettledrum solo. I feel the innocent fears
of a child in response to the artificial thunder, but the recesses of my heart
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thrill to the words resounding in the sound. They are hope and
change and 1 i f e. It is such a simple thing to grasp them. Simple, never
easy.
I am free now, Mama. I still love you, but you must learn how to love a daugh
ter instead of a mannequin. I won't stop hoping, you know. I guess these
things tend to boil slower than a watched pot. I swear I won't give up on you.
But I'm still going to learn how to
fly.
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Skinny Love

MEGAN CODY
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Cloth Children

ANDREW MORGAN

The secret jinx wastes within our dreams
Subsisting on tapestries of thought
He eats existence from their seams
And drinks threaded hope once held taut
The fiend slips through brightly woven minds
Consuming the most vivid shades of essence
And in our pale digested fabrics we find
A roughly sewn childlike presence
So from this young cloth we must return
And witness our jinx starve and fall
As we light the match and watch him burn
Our new forms breathe from ash and crawl
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Till we have faces

STEPHANIE BINION

Sometimes my twisted, crumpled, hideous unface
catches a glimpse of
the corner of your robe,
or your back as you pass by.
And you are so
everything awash in Light and Splendor
and Holy
Wholly Other
that for once i turn from the mirror
and my dragonskin splits.
And it painfully peels off like
the shell of a shrimp
with naked, pink, raw, new
new flesh exposed.
All slippery with blood
and wailing in the alien world—
gone, the tight safety and darkness
that wrapped me before.
Flailing and reaching in the light
afraid
alone with my God.
i didn't know being born again
(and again)
was like dying again
(and again).
i can't wait for this dragonskin to be
gone.
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now i glimpse flashes of You
through the haze of this dark world,
i don't know what i will look like
when i am finished, but i know
when i see you
Face to Face
All that is Glorious, Majestic,
truly Beautiful
in you, will call out to the
good, the beautiful, buried inside of me
(under my hideous hide).
Your gaze will fling out across Galaxies, Universes and Stars
and meet my small, winking
unveiled eyes
and You
seeing Me as i truly am, and Me seeing You
as you truly are
will give me a Face.

Author's Note: The tide of this poem is taken from C.S. Lewis' book, "Till We Have
Faces"—a retelling of the Greek myth of Cupid and Psyche. In the story, Psyche's
older sister Orual asks "How can the gods meet us face to face till we have faces?'
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An awkward figure stares back at me

MANDY MCCONNELL

Those legs don't climb up to there
They're more like shrubs than trees
The knees don't stick out near enough
Twisted, like wood, knotty
Or maybe they stick out too much
There, it's round unexpectedly
Flat where I guessed it to be curved
A frightening lopped side
Uneven like a mushroom
An out of proportion caricature
Don't get close now, do be careful
The rough skin could scrape
Too red and loud in motion
Raspy breath and pasty skin
Thin, throbbing, damp, clammy
Colorless tapeworm pale
Moles scream against a blush
Look at that! The nails are too short
Chipped, cracked, and yellowing
Following crooked fingers dangling
Stringy rats' tails swaying
Those hands stethoscope cold
New pink scars searing to even look at
So don't do it, please don't
The eyes? Between the bulging veins
(The veins, oh, they are everywhere)
Dull as a living death
Gawking lips hang slack and limp
Spilling down the chin, neck
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That hair, plastered against the scalp
Found where it shouldn't be
Sticking out, dark and harsh
A dirty, brownish, oily sheen
Reminiscent of cow manure
And the smell, I think, is worst of all
Like milk and meat aging
While I stare at that mirror
With the figure glaring ominously
All the while you are saying
That's beautiful to me
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Wasted

LAUREN M. PELTIER

A time-warp seemed to have swallowed the months since I was last
here. The NYU lecture hall hadn't changed a bit.
"Maggie!" Professor Steinbeck's beard scratched my cheeks as he kissed
one, then the other. "Great to have you back, Tex."
"Thanks."
He adjusted his horn-rimmed glasses and lime-green tie. "I want to see
you after class."
Before I could ask why, he'd flounced off to the lecture hall's front, out
of interrogation-range. Uneasiness simmered in my gut.
Glancing at the clock, I headed for the nearest chair. The uneasiness
became discomfort when I realized who I'd be sitting next to. But there was
no turning back. Reluctantly, I lowered myself into the seat.
"Maggie." Serena shook back mocha curls as her blue eyes assessed me.
Strawberry lips mimicked a polite smile. "Enjoy your summer?"
"Yeah." I averted my eyes, busying myself with tugging my laptop
free. Serena's very existence, from her perfect hair down to her delicate
toes, made me feel Amazonian by comparison. I felt every one of the extra
pounds I blamed on Mom's cooking and our family's weekly parfait night.
Professor Steinbeck stepped forward. I tried to concentrate on his so
norous voice, but Serena's presence and Steinbeck's cryptic words gnawed at
me. Relief and anxiety mingled when Steinbeck finally dismissed the class.
Serena kept pace with me as I approached him. Suspicion hit me like a
semi-truck. Had Steinbeck asked to see her, too? I shrank inside. Not again.
Why did Fate insist on pairing us?
"You remembered. Wonderful. Take a seat, won't you?" Steinbeck ges
tured to the front row of chairs. Serena alighted on one. I dropped like a
rock into another. Professor Steinbeck planted a bright red Converse tennis
shoe on a third.
"I wanted you ladies to know about our fall show early. We're doing
South Pacific and you'd both be perfect for the main role."
"Really?" Serena leaned forward, azure eyes glittering. "That show is
my grandmother's favorite. We used to watch the movie all the time."
"Then you understand why you or Maggie would be perfect for the
lead. Nellie Forbush is vivacious, beautiful.
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Great. Dread wrapped tentacles around my belly.
"Landing this part would be a major—and I mean major—boost to
your careers. You deserve as much time as possible to prepare, so I'll snag
some scripts for ya. Tex, take a breath."
I tried to obey, but my mind was already gone. My dreams were finally
within reach. If I could only reach far enough, they would be mine.
"He said 'major boost,' Kyle." I emphasized, shifting the phone.
"That's great. I just—I don't know, Maggie. I worry about you. You're
always putting too much pressure on yourself."
Frustrated, I let a sigh escape. We'd wresded over this topic so many
times I was amazed we hadn't killed it, or each other, by now. "Look, acting
matters more to me than anything. I'm not going to let a chance like this
pass, even if the odds are stacked against me."
"Stacked? You mean Serena? C'mon."
"She's more beautiful than ever."
"She doesn't hold a candle to you, Babe. I've seen the Facebook pic
tures."
"Before my summer bingeing, I might have believed you." My temples
throbbed. "I can't believe I let myself get this out of shape."
"You're crazy, you know that?"
Hearing his knuckles pop, I smiled. After three years of dating, I had no
trouble recognizing his expressions of irritation. "New conversation topic,"
I offered. "How was your first day back at UT?"
"Lonely. I missed my girlfriend."
My thighs screamed as I dismounted the treadmill. I hated running, but
those extra pounds had to die. Nellie Forbush was an energetic, captivating
woman. With model-esque Serena as my competition, I wasn't gambling.
When auditions opened, I'd look my best.
I glanced at the clock and jumped. Had I really been in the gym for two
hours? I rubbed my temples, tying to ease their dull ache. I'd meant to do
some reading for Bio before I went to bed....
Don't worry about it. You're a Drama major, not a scientist. Salvage your science
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grade after the show. For now, priority Number One was a shower.
By the time I'd climbed the stairs to my room, I was gasping.
"Ugh," I said. "I really am out of shape."
Entering the room, I found myself greeted by an enemy. A Snickers bar
was poised right on the edge of my dresser. My mouth watered. It had been
weeks since I'd tasted chocolate.
I knocked the candy bar into the can waiting below. I was not going to
break.
Stripping to my underwear, I dragged myself to the scale. I stared at the
fluctuating red numbers, waiting for their verdict.
"Dang it." I was closer to my goal, but I had a long way to go. Deter
mined, I fought off defeat. With a month of dieting and exercising under
my belt, I'd hoped for greater success. But I still had a month before audi
tions. I could make it. I would make it.
I steered myself away from the dessert rack. French Silk pie was not on
my To-Eat list.
"Hey, Tex." Luther sidled up and slugged my arm. "How's your lab
report going?"
I tried to smile, but lacked energy for more than a grimace. I couldn't
think about Biology now. My head was already spinning.
"That bad, huh?" His eyes fell to my tray and he frowned. "Look...I
know it's none of my business, but are you sure that's, you know, a good
meal for you?"
Heat singed my cheeks. Was he seriously assessing my food choices? I
followed his gaze. I flushed as I saw my choices from his perspective. Maybe
I had been a bit indulgent. It really wasn't his business, though.
"I'm fine." I tossed my hair over my shoulder. "At least I will be once I
get my report started."
"I hear that! I have so much homework ahead of me." Freed by Lu
ther's ever-present willingness to talk about himself, I nodded, paying no
attention as I counted the calories on my tray.
"Mags, come here."
Professor Steinbeck waved me over to where he sat on his desk. He
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curled his tie, bearing a gold-and-purple-splotched pattern, around his hand
as he grinned. "You ready for auditions next week?"
My gut twisted. My head pounded. How could I ever be ready? "Doin'
what I can, Professor."
"Just be yaself," he reassured me, waving his hand with a dramatic flair.
His Converse-clad feet beat the front of his desk in a noisy rhythm. "They'll
love ya, Tex. Already do."
I saw his focus shift as his eyes scanned me. He frowned. "Have you
been exercising? You look "
"I know. I've just been so busy trying to catch up in Biology that I
haven't had as much free time." Would it never be enough, no matter how
hard I worked? Frustrated tears threatened to break free. Sure I was a few
pounds short of my goal, but was it that obvious?
"Ugh, Biology. Say no more!" Professor Steinbeck covered his ears.
"Just take care of yourself, Maggie. You've got talent—don't waste it."
Straightening, I let him see my determination. "I won't. That's a prom
ise."
I mounted the stage, lights piercing my skull. The ascent left me breath
less. Knowing the overhead lighting outlined my every bulge, I sucked.in my
paunch. That was the last thing the directors needed to see.
"Name?"
I struggled to distinguish the three directors—two professors and a
senior Drama major—in the shadowed auditorium. "Maggie Dalton." My
vision wavered.
"All right, Miss Dalton. What role are you auditioning for?"
"Nellie—" What was wrong with me? Why couldn't I remember her
name? My heart began to pound. C'mon, Maggie. Get a grip! "Nellie Forbush." My knees felt weak, gooey. Was it getting darker? I struggled to hear
through the blood rushing in my ears.
"All right. Justin! I need you back out here to play Emile. Page 13, Miss
Dalton "
Life went gray.
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"I need a defibrillator over here!"
A man's voice reverberated through the murkiness. Shadows danced
overhead. I couldn't breathe. I had to get up. I needed to finish my audition.
All my hard work and I'm not even going to get to read!
Grabbing my blouse, someone ripped it down the middle. No! Didn t
they understand all I'd done to prepare for this? They were ruining it!
"Oh my word," one of the directors breathed through the fog. "She's
emaciated. I can see every rib!"
The oxygen was gone, every last particle. I was warm and fuzzy. Pres
sure built in my chest.
"Defibrillator, people!" The gruff voice was closer. "No time."
A strange mouth slanted over mine. I wanted to shove him away, but
peace called me on.
Rough hands were on my chest, shoving down. I felt each ribs crack,
the noise crinkling through my head like tinfoil. There was no pain. Only
still, soft gray.
A string of curse words sounded somewhere far off. "Such a waste.
Why can't they just eat?"

Author's Note: In this story, I wanted to give a glimpse into the deceptive nature of
anorexia and the effect it has on the perception of die person practicing it. Anorexia,
like many other sins and deceptions, tends to blind those involved so that they don t
realize the full extent of damage being done. I also thought it important to communi
cate how thinking, ambitious, and well-adjusted women can fall into the trap of eating
disorders. Throughout tire story, I tried to describe things in terms of food as a way
of showing the fixation on eating which accompanies tire disorder.
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eternal song

CORINNE HILLS

feeling crystallizes, crushes thought;
falls the air in a thick, dull blanket
my moon-cast shadow stands
in liquid mist
ripples the starlight trapped in swallows of silver
drink the light of being
stare down the stars
breathe the scent of moon
feel each roll of hill and
call of falling winds
too long, too low, too dark a road
ever to see
until you close your eyes:
reach fingertip by fingertip into eternity
taste the sun beyond sight
remember the child who lived before the adult died alive
and fall into the light -

Author's Note: I suppose it is a poet's job to describe the indescribable. I am not yet a
poet. But if I could tell somebody how to find God, this is how I would say it.
CORINNE HILLS
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Silence JOSH WYMORE

Silence. My life has always been characterized by one of two types of
silence. Either I am silent or God is silent—one or the other. The two
rarely occur simultaneously. Perhaps God is speaking more often than we
give him credit for, but our voices drown him out. I'm astounded at the
thought—my speech, something so insignificant and powerless, can quiet
the King of Kings. The one being in the universe who truly has something
to say chooses to whisper rather than shout over my poindess mumbling.
He lingers in silence, waiting for me to listen.
I like silence. Most people I know do not. The radio blares constandy
in their trucks—their computers perpetually grumble unintelligible sounds
through dorm doors. In contrast, I spend half of my three hour drive home
with only the audio accompaniment of the wind whistling and wheezing
past my speeding car.
I came back to my dorm recently to find the electricity gone due to a
power failure. Guys were bustling around—confused and near frantic. It
wasn't the fact that the lights were dead—it was still daylight outside—but
the fact that it was too quiet. They lowered their voices when they spoke,
fearing to break the sultry silence drenching the dormitory. Our chaplain
busied himself in his room with his MP3 player on his desk blaring through
his paltry earphones for everyone to hear.
"You don't like the quiet, Trigger?" I asked him from his doorway.
"Noooo," he said, shaking his head. "I have to have some kind of
noise—something to listen to."
"Do your ears ring when it's quiet?"
"Yes."
"Well," I said, "listen to that."
The field of physics is built on laws of conservation—energy, mass,
momentum. If something leaves, something else takes its place. In the same
way, silence is always filled; something always replaces the void, and it's
usually us. Either we break the awkward pause with an ill-thought joke or
create a noise to diminish the perpetual ringing in our ears. We don't like
emptiness, so we fill it.
God is the same way. St. Augustine said that God wants to give us
things, but he can't because our hands are full. God has something to say,
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but he's too polite to interrupt our conversations. Although he has the
power to do anything, he chooses to do nothing. In humility, he chooses
weakness, and in that, he is strong. I believe God's strength could be un
derstood in terms of his chosen weakness. He created free will, after all.
He who determines the direction of eternity endowed mortal beings with
the responsibility of making their own choices. The power to let go far
surpasses the strength to cling.
C.S. Lewis said in The Problem of Pain that any time a soul is lost, om
nipotence is defeated. This defeat, though, is a miracle—the single most
astonishing thing about God. He created something with the power to defy
him: humankind. He recognized the risk and made us anyway. God chose
to set aside a piece of his power, and because of that, he is all the more
powerful.
When God chooses silence—when God chooses to do nothing—peo
ple assume he's ignoring them. What if he's just absorbed in their conversa
tion? I think God is a great listener, and great listeners don't do a whole lot
of talking. A friend of mine recently experienced an incredible loss with the
sudden death of her older brother. She left in the middle of the night for
home, and I didn't find out about it until the next morning. I left a simple
message for her saying that I was thinking about her, and she returned my
call later that night. As she cried softly on the other end of the phone, I told
her how I was praying for her. When I finished, she said, "You don't need
to say anything, Josh. I just need someone to talk to."
That1's exactly what anyone would want in the same situation—someone
to talk to. I've never heard anyone say: "I'm feeling inexpressibly distraught,
confused, and angry. Could you please lecture me about self-pity?" No one
makes that request when legitimate emotions are involved. We don't want
advice, even if it's right. We want someone to listen. The things that happen
in silence far outweigh those that transpire through words.
That makes God a great listener. If I were in his position, I couldn't
imagine sitting still as people bellowed out their sorrows. He already knows
what we're going to say. He even knows the answers to our problems. In
'guy world,' he then has every right to launch into a problem-fixing tirade,
saving the world in time for dinner and Seinfeld re-runs. But he doesn't.
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He settles in, looks at us with those calm, caring eyes that wash our
souls in comfort, and listens to our relatively insignificant problems. But
because of his attention, they become significant. If God cares, it must re
ally matter—right?
"So, God...how are you? I know you like to listen, so I'm talking to
you now.. .1 haven't really spoken to you in awhile, now that I think of it...
Thank you for listening to me. I know you probably have better things to
do. Thanks for making me a priority.. .I'm ready to hear what you have to
say."
I wait. I hear silence. And that's ok.
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Senor Richetti

ALEXANDRA SEMINARO

Author's Note: This is a portrait painting of a very prominent person in Orvieto, Italy.
He played the lord mayor for 55 years in the Corpus Christie procession in Orvieto.
He sat for my class for 3 hours a day over a period of 4 days for us to paint his very
distinct Italian features. It is oil on canvas.
ALEXANDRA SEMINARO
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Huddled Masses

JACK GALBRAITH

The homeless sit
like piles of dirty laundry
in the library chairs. A man
with hair deep heron grey
pulls his sun bleached clothes
and sunken skin
and tosses it back into the swirl
of the streets.
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I Narrate My Own Life

MANDY MCCONNELL

I narrate my own life
She thinks to herself
Tiptoes counting out seconds on the polished floor
She's always hated her feet
They don't fit in 83% of the shoes out there
That can't be quite right
Shush you, I'm narrating
Well, excuse me
I just thought a narrator should know what she's
Attempting to talk about
She said
Inconsicutingly
What?
That's not even a word
Hey, who's the narrator here?
I thought I was, you are, we both are
Wait, that's just confusing
Then why don't you just shut up
And let me use words like
Inconsicutingly
I narrate my own life
And I wear a lot of blue
She said as she fingered through her wardrobe
Yes, I do
It's because it's her favorite color,
But she has no idea if blue looks good on her
She's never studied the shades or hues
Lining up against her frame
She also likes copout rhyming
That's true, too
I narrate my own life
She said
Probably because she's afraid of silences
No, I think silence is golden,
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I am a recluse, you know
If that's true, subject,
The emphasis to show my own narratorship,
Then why is your temperament so wishy-washy
Depending on who's in the room?
You must think you're pretty artsy
She, hands on her hips,
Figuratively, of course,
Huffed
To leave the reader with an unanswered question
I don't huff
And narratorship isn't a word either
I should know
Since I narrate my own life
Anything with rain is cliche
She whispers
As she inhales and digests another movie
To no one in particular
But she'll never tell you
That she falls for it every time
Now that's blown out of proportion, thank you
Uh huh, then explain why you cry
Each time you watch A Uttle Princess
When the daughter and dad are reunited in a downpour
I narrate my own life
When I think no one is listening
Well, I'm here
Yes, but you don't count
Oho, says the woman who
Bites her nails to little stubs
And still watches cartoons any chance she can get
Yeah well, you know what?
Narrators aren't in poems
Shows how much you know
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We Are Dust and Spirit

KRISTEN SHELBIE SMITH

Pulvis 0t Spirit us -Sonus

Author's Note: This piece is an exploration of human spirituality. The Latin says "We
are dust and spirit," claiming both the common and uncommon qualities of man. The
dichotomy of this existence reflects man's unique position as a created creator. It is
a woodcut.
KRISTEN SHELBIE SMITH
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Home is Where the Purple Heart Is

KATHARINE FLORO

The ceremony for Ricky was held in our living room in the middle of
July. I want to say it was a Monday. My memory is fuzzy, probably because
I was still feeling the after-effects of four hours of anesthesia in the emer
gency room from the previous night.
I had slipped on the stairs of our new house and dislocated my left
shoulder. If my dad was a normal sort of person, he would have called the
ambulance, but my dad is not your average Army chaplain. Before he started
fishing for men, he was an Army diver. He once tried out for Delta Force,
and would have made it if he hadn't broken an ankle on the last day of
training. He has deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan six times, sleeps through
earthquakes, and intimidates punk high school students with a single glance.
Crises are his element, be they martial, spiritual, or medical. He jumped
right in and had my mom teach me Lamaze while he made an impromptu
sling out of his canteen strap. Then he chauffeured me to the emergency
room, where the doctors (apparently impressed by his resume) let him help
them snap my arm back into its socket. I suspect it was the highlight of his
week. It was a somewhat more trying experience from my end, and I was
still recovering the next evening when the ceremony was held.
Ricky and Marisa Perez were soldiers in the 4th Psychological Opera
tions Battalion, the special operations company to which my dad had been
assigned when we were at Fort Bragg in North Carolina. The PSYOP sol
diers deploy to Iraq and Afghanistan in small groups, spreading around
the country in armored HUM-Vs and distributing propaganda information
against the terrorist cells. It's dangerous work, but 4th PSYOP isn't a Spe
cial Operations unit for no reason. All the same, bad things happen in war
zones, even when you're good at what you do.
Ricky was luckier than some others; the bullet could have killed him. As
it was, he suffered spinal damage that left him bedridden for months. The
Army sent him back to the States and eventually moved him and Marisa to
San Antonio, fairly close to where he had grown up, so that his family could
help him recover.
I didn't know about all this when it happened. I had never met Ricky,
and I'd only met Marisa once during one of the Friday dinners we regularly
hosted for the families of deployed soldiers. Doubtless I heard that a
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soldier in my dad's unit had been wounded, but that's not unusual news
around Fort Bragg. Ricky and Marisa disappeared beneath a mass of more
pertinent issues, such as homework assignments and summer job hunting.
They didn't surface again until this past summer.
In June, our time in North Carolina finally ran out. You never stay
anywhere very long when you're a military family. Two years is about all you
can expect before your next Permanent Change of Station (PCS, to use the
proper term; we soldiers speak in acronyms the way God intended). The
record amount of time that my parents have spent in one house is four
years.
I say house because when one has moved sixteen or seventeen times
in one's life, home becomes an extremely fluid and somewhat metaphysi
cal concept. My mother has a framed bit o£ embroidery hung on the wall
of our family room—Home is where the Army sends you. The family room,
incidentally, is done in red, white, and blue. Just in case you miss the sym
bolism of the blue futon covers, or the red and blue throw pillows, or the
pictures of Washington at Valley Forge and Uncle Sam, there's a folded flag
in a display case on top of the TV. There will also be several dozen DVDs
scattered on top of the TV, and all of them will say M*A*S*H. On the
off chance that you still don't realize what my dad does for a living, there's
always the paintings of the soldiers, the beat-up combat boots scattered in
the front hall, and—all else failing—the model Chinook helicopter hover
ing on top of the bookcase.
Other families have roots, but Army families are more like those hang
ing flower baskets you can unhook and move anywhere on a moment's
notice. If the Army wanted us to have a home, we reason, it would have issued us
one. Insofar as it exists, "home" is your family and however much stuff you
can fit into your allotted one-half of a shipping-crate. When my dad got or
ders reassigning him to Lackland Air Force Base in San Antonio, we simply
packed home up into a U-HAUL truck, arranged our collection of assorted
children, dogs, and baggage in the minivans, and drove along the Gulf of
Mexico until we pulled into our new neighborhood in San Antonio.
It is a testament to my dad's driving skills that we managed to fit the
twenty-eight-foot U-HAUL into the truncated strip of sloping concrete
that passed for our new driveway. Unfortunately, in order to accomplish
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that Herculean feat, we had to park the minivans in the grass alongside the
driveway. This led to our first friendly Texan greeting from the neighbors,
who told us to get our cars off their yard.
Oh, and welcome to San Antonio.
We spent the next month unpacking boxes and scrubbing the house up
to my mother's lofty standards of cleanliness. When we thought we would
drown in the sea of cardboard and bubble wrap, we valiantly attempted to
make ourselves at home in our new city We scoped out the local restau
rants, we reconnoitered the local malls, we hunted down the local libraries.
But I did not begin to feel at home until a couple of weeks later, when
my dad asked if we would all come along with him to the hospital down
town and visit Ricky, the wounded soldier from Fort Bragg. We had nothing
better to do with our night. My brother put his guitar in its carrying case and
we piled into the minivan, willing to do anything that might make us feel like
we had connected with somebody else in this city. Even if anything meant
visiting a stranger in a hospital room.
Ricky was still bedridden at that point, undergoing some final tests to
check the condition of his spine. We scrounged up enough seats around
the hospital bed for the six of us as well as Marisa, who turned out to be
eight months pregnant. There was no need to fear awkward silences. My
dad tends to bring out the lively side of people, and Ricky had plenty of
liveliness to bring out. My dad is also famous for his snappy comebacks,
but he met his match in Ricky Perez. The rest of us were delighted to see
Dad get his comeuppance. My brother played a few songs and we all sang
along. We went home after an hour or so, content that someone had been
happy to see us.
I was prepared not to give them much more thought than that, but
Ricky and Marisa sort of stuck around. After the hospital finally released
Ricky, we invited them over for dinner. As they are Hispanic and therefore
not to be outdone in the hospitality department, they wasted no time ex
tending a return invitation once they were set up in an apartment. I was
impressed. There are seven of us, after all. People rarely like to invite us for
dinner unless the menu involves nothing more complicated than calling the
local Pizza Hut. But even though Ricky was in a wheelchair and Marissa was
a couple of weeks from her due date, they took us in stride. We were so
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excited that my mom brought several of our pictures to help fill wall space
in their apartment.
After that, dinner with the Perezes became a weekly event. Mom cooked
the food; Ricky and Marisa brought the drinks. We re-arranged the chairs
at the table to make room for the wheelchair. My brother strummed on his
guitar while I plunked along on the piano. The fifty-ish bald guy (my dad)
and the twenty-ish bald guy (Ricky) practiced their repartee. "Can I use your
legs?" Dad asked once, kicking his feet up on Ricky's knees. "You're not."
"Can you be quiet? I'm listening to your son play guitar," Ricky shot
back coolly.
We had gotten to know Ricky and Marisa fairly well by the time their
baby Alesandra was born at the beginning of July. My sisters and I seethed
with jealousy when our parents got to visit the new baby in the hospital.
Shortly after Ally was born, while all the relatives were still in town
visiting their new grandchild/niece/cousin, Ricky told us that his old com
manding officer and team members from 4th PSYOP in Fort Bragg were
coming to award him his Purple Heart. Somewhere along the chain of com
mand, somebody—probably Ricky—decided that the best possible venue
for the ceremony would be our half-unpacked living room.
My dad, coasting on the excitement of my medical crisis from the pre
vious day, was once again in his element. He designed parking signs for the
arriving dignitaries and hung a massive flag up on the main wall of our liv
ing room. My mom drafted the healthy children for the purpose of waging
war on every mote of dust and every tuft of dog fur that might mar the
cleanliness of the new house. The dogs and I dodged brooms and vacuum
cleaners. Massive amounts of food were prepared. It felt just like Friday
nights back in North Carolina when we used to have all the soldiers' wives
over.
Eventually Ricky and Marisa showed up. So did thirty of their rela
tives, most of them unexpectedly. Our shrimpy excuse for a driveway was
overwhelmed, as were our sofas and chairs. You could barely wriggle from
one side of the house to the other. It was not the most relaxing atmosphere
for an introverted college student fresh out of the emergency room. The
night seemed to drag on and on, especially since the proceedings had to be
delayed until Ricky's team members arrived from Fort Bragg.
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By the time we all finally crowded into the living room and kitchen to
start the actual ceremony, I had lost my enthusiasm. It was hot. I was tired
and sore. I couldn't even take my much-andcipated turn holding Ally. My
dad put me on photography duty while he manned the camcorder because,
while I'm bad with cameras, I'm worse with camcorders. We ran out of
space in the living room, so the camcorder people trotted up to the first
landing of the stairwell that marches up the middle of our house and leaned
out through the bars, our own personal media gallery. I wanted them all to
find another story to cover so I could crawl into bed.
Ricky wheeled his way up front with a couple of his old team members
standing beside him, and some Army officials. Marisa rocked Ally nearby.
One of the officials made a speech and Ricky's old commanding officer
brought out the bit of purple ribbon. It doesn't look like much of an award
for the months of recuperation and therapy and struggle and pain, all the
frustrating confinement to beds and wheelchairs, the desertion of dignity
and independence. Just a tiny scrap of purple fabric and metal, probably no
bigger than the bullet he took to earn it.
He stood up for it anyway.
He couldn't do it by himself. His team members lifted him up, until he
could stand on his feet and atrophied legs, and square his shoulders and
lift his head while they pinned that medal on his chest. He wasn't even in
uniform, but he looked more like a hero than any recruitment poster boy
ever did.
I snapped a bunch of pictures. They didn't do the occasion justice. I
didn't care. All the moves, the deployments, the holidays with Dad gone—
everything my family does is about moments like this, like singing in the
hospital room of a stranger, like crowding into a tiny, half-arranged house
with dozens of strangers to watch a hero.
The moments don't last, of course. Mankind can only take profound in
tensity for so long, and womankind can only stop chatting for so long. Soon
everybody was crowding, shaking hands, posing for pictures. I was tired and
hot and achy again. Somewhere in the commotion Ricky pinned the Purple
Heart on baby Alesandra's pink jumper. That made a better picture.
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Kneehighs SARAH SCHLESINGER

Medium: Watercolor
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The Window ADAM GOLDER

She is at the window with her arms folded in her lap,
Making a cross where a child had once been.
While contemplating her own sepulcher and
Gazing out across the expanse,
She sees the boy's honey-colored head shimmering
From the land of the dead, across the river below.
He beckons to her from the sandy bank,
Looking all the world like he might have with years;
But his form blurs as the tears brim in her eyes,
Watering in her the ploughed, broken ground.
Slowly rising, she opens the window;
Unclenching her fists and bending at the knees,
She spreads her arms for the eternal embrace—
but again, she stops—closing the window.
She climbs down from the sill
And wanders back to her kitchen
To turn on the stove and fill the kettle,
Deciding to not decide for another day.
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Words' Worth

ELLEN MCCONNELL

If actions speak louder than lengthy narrations,
I'll do what I can to keep verbiage at bay.
In lieu of this blather, make note of my motions,
And you'll understand me despite what I say.
Since people are put off by languorous lyrics,
I'll step out of scansion and lead the advance!
Too long I've been beating out spondees and pyrrhics,
And missing the message of spirited dance.
I'm locking my lips and I'm keeping the key;
You won't hear me speak anymore—anymore!
If you love double meanings, I'm sure you'll agree
My movements are poems that won't be ignored.
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Kyoya Sunsets

AMANDA WINGERS

Author's Note: This photo was taken on Lingira Island in Lake Victoria, Uganda
(2009). Fishing is the primary source of sustenance and income for the population of
the 52 Buvuma Islands belonging to Uganda. The prime fishing time is in the evening
for two main reasons: the temperature drops and the fishermen use lanterns to attract
tiny fish called Mukene to the surface of the lake.
Because there is only one secondary school for all 52 islands, and also a lack of money
to pay for school fees, many children drop out of school and become fishermen
around the age of 8 or 9.
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Self-Portrait in Watercolor KELSEY WARREN

Medium: Watercolor. 9x12
KELSEY WARREN
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Kneeprints

AARON J. HOUSHOLDER

From afar you see a petrified stump, an angular tree remnant just above
the tide line. Years of salt wind and tide wash have stripped the tree bare
of bark and leaves and branches. What may once have been a towering tree
now, from this distance, looks no taller than, well, no taller than you. Only
a fluttering wisp of dried seaweed adorns the tree's weatherworn rounded
top. The beach is sparsely peopled, the breeze is gentle, the water calm, the
sunset just now pinking the edge of the blue sky.
You walk shoeless toward the dead tree and marvel that any living thing
could live long enough on the edge of the land to leave behind this petrified
pillar. How, you ask, could the tree have grown here on this beach? How
could it have survived so many tides, so many storms, so many years with
its roots in this lifeless sand? How mighty must this tree have been to leave,
at its death, such a thick, tough trunk?
You move still forward and reach a hand toward the stump when you
hear its quiet groan and see that the tree is no tree, but a man. That which
you took to be dried seaweed is his hair, salt-crusted and colorless and fine.
The angular shape of the trunk comes from the man's bent shoulders, his
arms crusted to his sides, his hands buried near his thighs in the sand encas
ing his legs. Fhs skin, the weather-stripped barkless wood of the pillar, is
mahogany brown under a calcified varnish. His face is gnarled, inhuman, a
petrified mask of rivulet creases, bewildered, bewildering.
The man groans again and you, anchored in place, lower your hand to
your side, afraid to touch. You glance down the beach to the right and the
left and see suddenly that you are alone. The sunset has drained the sky
of blue and left in its place shades of orange and red and gray. You look
again at the tree, the man. His eyes roll in his motionless head until his gaze
meets yours.
He says, "How?"
"How what?" you whisper. "How did you get here? How did this
happen to you? How do you get out?" You lift a foot to take a cautious
step forward, then lower your foot and remain in place. "Tell me what you
mean."
The man groans again and then, suddenly, heaves his right leg out ot
the sand and free. The skin of his knee is crusted with sand and dappled
with blood. A small crab clings to the pale skin of his calf. A small trickle
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of crimson blood oozes from the crab's claw.
You see this, and you see too the shape of the man's foot, the strength
in the ankle, the curve of the arch. You see that he is powerfully built and
realize that, buried past his knees, he is your height; unburied, he would be
a giant. You take a step back, afraid, as he takes a step forward with his free
right leg.
Immediately the right leg is buried again past the knee. With a groan
the man heaves his left leg free — sand-crusted and blood-dappled as the
right was — and then moves it forward. It, too, sinks past the knee. The
man has moved forward and now, again, resembles a tree.
He says again, in a voice that sounds like the groan of a mighty branch
in a tropical wind: "How?"
And you whisper again: "How what? How did you get here? How can
you escape? How can I help?"
And you move forward, a hand extended toward the calcified shoulder,
when beneath your right foot the sand slides away. Your foot edges for
ward until your toes meet the man's petrified thigh, except that the gnarled
mahogany skin of his thigh is neither crusted nor hardened, but soft and
pliable and so very, very cold. Your toes leave an impression in his soft skin
as you scramble back to find your balance beyond the moving sand. The
man groans again. This time the deep creak of his wooden voice is edged
with a bright chirp of pain.
"I'm sorry," you say, backing away still further. You avert your eyes
to avoid his gaze. Behind the man two holes in the sand fill with gurgling
water as the very edge of the high tide reaches them. The holes fill incom
pletely, though, as the man's legs are wide, and the holes deep, and the tide
at this height gentle. Soon all that remains are two round divots, footprints
almost, or rather kneeprints, to mark where the man used to stand. You
look to the right, behind the man, and follow with your eyes an endless
double line of kneeprints extending down the beach until the sand blends
into the sea and the sunset-stained sky beyond.
Your eyes meet the man's gaze one last time. He groans but says noth
ing. You whisper another apology before turning to leave. From afar,
when you turn back, you see a petrified stump, an angular tree remnant just
above the tide line, a dark pillar now nearly invisible against the newly dark
horizon.
AARON J. HOUSHOLDER
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Grand Tetons

STEVEN BARNETT
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Snow Day HAILEY NOVAK
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Blessed Eyes, Cursed Eyes

VALERIE PRESCOTT

Pray that the gods never notice you, for if their yesfall upon you in interest, it will
bring only grief
In a time when gods still roamed the expanse between heaven and earth,
the two Celestial twins—Apollo and Artemis—dwelt together upon the ex
alted Mount Olympus. The siblings had gone out on the mighty slopes of
their home to hunt and enjoy themselves. Artemis, an untamed spirit who
bowed to no man or beast, carried on her back a quiver filled with silver
arrows, accompanied by a silver bow. The woods and wild places were her
special sanctuary, and the huntsmen in them, her loyal followers. Many such
men had fallen in love with the Goddess of the Hunt, but she had vowed to
remain a maiden for all eternity, untouchable and pristine as her Moon that
hung in the heavens. Do not imagine, though, that she was simply a meek
and helpless virgin. When her gilt-tipped arrows arced through the air, they
hit their mark with cruel accuracy. Her brother's passion did not abide in the
hunt, but in song. That day on the mountainside, Apollo carried a lyre, and
after his sister's hunting, he sang. At the sound of his clear, strong voice,
even the birds quieted their own wild music to listen. Artemis stretched out
on the warm ground and gazed at her brother.
Apollo, god of Light and Truth, had skin like burnished bronze, hair
gold like sunbeams. His laughing eyes were radiant, and his long fingers
played skillfully and lighdy across the strings of the lyre. It was by Apollo's
decree that Helios drove his blazing chariot across the vault of sky day after
day.
Artemis reclined in beautiful counterpoint to her resplendent brother.
Her lean limbs were pale like moonlight. The darkness of her hair framed a
delicate face, eternally youthful and pure. A scattering of stars adorned her
hair, and she wore a circlet of wrought sterling upon her brow. As she lay
listening to her brother's melodies, she noticed another sound—one with
the beauty to rival Apollo's anthems. The laughter of children danced on
the cool mountain breeze. The twins paused in their merriment, and gazed
down upon a young maiden surrounded by frolicking children.
The woman's eyes were gray and gentle, but unseeing from the day of
her birth. Her parents had left their flawed infant high on the rocks of the
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mountain slopes, where she was rescued by a young shepherd boy who
heard her pitiful cries. The small village searched for the parents, but they
had fled far from the mountainside. The community took the baby as their
own, and named her Orea, meaning "maid of the mountains." Raised by
the women of the town, the girl's sweet temperament gained quick notice,
and she won the hearts of all who lived on the mountain. As she grew, the
blind maiden taught herself to weave by touch alone, desiring only to be
helpful to the community that had become her family. Orea learned the feel
of each hue of thread: warm ochre yarn seemed grittier than terra cotta,
slate blue slipped through her fingers like liquid, spiced coral always felt
warm to her touch. Though her eyes had never seen color, her intuition al
lowed her to create stunning tapestries. Her ability to feel color—to know
it not by sight, but by its essence-—gave her an intimacy with the art she
created, and each piece contained the beauty of Orea herself. The villagers
treasured anything that came from Orea's loom, and her tapestries were
proudly displayed in every home in the town, from the finest stone house
to the lowliest thatched-roof cottage. Each man, woman, and child of the
village happily wore some article of clothing spun and created by the en
dearing, blind maid.
Each day, as Orea sat down to her loom, the children of the village
would gather around her, longing simply to be near her. She identified each
child by the sound of their footsteps, and try as they might, she could never
be fooled. When she wasn't at work over her loom, Orea would go down to
the stream—a child on each hand—and sit with them, listening to the song
of the water as it cascaded down from the surrounding mountains and tell
ing stories as beautiful and intricate as her tapestries. For this very purpose,
Orea and her small friends followed the stream up the mountain that day.
Loved by her people and fulfilled by her work, Orea wanted for noth
ing—except her vision. This flaw brought her a dull, throbbing anguish. She
knew that what she created was beautiful, and that others marveled over
her skill, but she herself could never enjoy the loveliness of her crafts. As
the twin gods looked down on the kind and unassuming maid, they were
moved with pity and compassion.
"Sister, I will give this maiden her sight," said Apollo, because he was
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not only the god of Light and Truth, but also the god of Healing. The
woman's simple beauty and meekness touched Apollo, and immediately he
loved her. For the arrows of Cupid fly hard and swift, even into immortal
hearts.
"No, Brother, let me," Artemis replied. As the patron goddess of all
young women, she wished to gain a new priestess by healing Orea. She
could sense the fierce, determined spirit that burned in Orea's heart...a
spirit that allowed her to persevere against all adversity, to create, and to
love despite her own sorrow. Artemis desired this strong yet fragile woman
to become her honored High Priestess.
"Let us have a game then," Apollo suggested, for the gods love to make
sport of the lives of mortals. "I will open the girl's eyes for one day, and
show her all the beauties and delights of daytime. You may then open her
eyes for one night and display all the nocturnal mysteries. If at the end of
this time she loves day more, I will heal her. If she loves night more, you
may give her sight."
Artemis agreed to the competition, and so Apollo immediately took the
form of a great, golden hawk and landed before the maiden.
"Come," the hawk beckoned to her, his bright tawny eyes flashing. At
the sound of his voice, Orea's eyes were opened for the first time. Just as
bright light dispels darkness, so the shadow over her eyes was instantly wiped
away. She beheld the proud hawk in amazement. Each long feather lay like a
thin plate of hammered copper, one on top of the next. The mighty wings
spread before her, and she imagined that the tips of those wings could eas
ily outspan the length of her modest cottage. Apollo then lifted the woman
in his talons and began flying across mountains and fields. Orea gazed up
at the pinions of his wings, beating effortlessly against the winds and lifting
them higher and higher. The sun caressed her face and shoulders. Below
her, the flourishing meadows spread bright and fresh. Each flower turned
its gem-like face to the glowing sun and put forth beautiful fragrance. The
woman looked in awe upon the rivers sparkling in the light, the verdant
plants, and the golden fields of wheat. Off in the distance, she could see the
ocean. The sunlight danced and scattered on the tops of the waves, dazzling
her with flashes of brilliance.
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"How beautiful the day is!" cried the hawk. "See how all things are il
luminated and given life by the glorious sun. The light shows what is true
and real, and no deceit can hide in the sun's rays!"
The young woman was enamored by the first day her eyes had ever
seen, and Apollo returned the woman to her home, sure that he would win
the competition with his sister. As he left, the maid's sight left also, and dis
may fell like a cloak over her heart. Orea paced from one wall of her small
home to the other, hands outstretched. She would stop at the open door,
lean out into the sunshine and feel it on her face, but see only darkness.
Finally, in her distress, she sank down beside her loom and wept hopeless
and bitter tears.
But the gods had not yet forgotten the young woman. As twilight ap
proached, Artemis appeared before Orea's home in the form of a white
doe, pure and bright as mountain snow. "Come," the doe called, and the
maiden's sight was once again restored. This time, however, it seemed
as though a cool fog was lifted from her vision by a strong breeze. Orea
stepped through her door in answer to the gende summons. Gray eyes met
dark liquid ones that were too intelligent and wise for a beast of the field.
The doe knelt down before Orea and allowed her to climb on her back.
Orea twined her fingers in the sleek, ivory pelt. With light, ringing steps,
Artemis carried the maiden into the woods.
Birch trees surrounded them, shedding layer after layer of pale bark
in hopes that they too might gain the supple mobility of the white doe. It
seemed to Orea that the trees were in fact moving, swaying like dancers
in the velvet darkness. Diffused moonlight dappled the rich, dusky under
growth. Orea breathed in the cool smell of loam and leaves. She listened
to the muted gurgling of a stream, appreciating its mellow refrain. As they
reached a clearing, Orea looked up into the face of the full, glowing moon.
It smiled down on her, and at the soft touch of a moonbeam on her cheek,
she smiled back.
"Look, my daughter," murmured the doe. "Do you see the beauty that
is hidden during the day? At night, in the soft shadows, dreams can rise
which would be crushed by the harsh reality of sunlight. See the moon
hanging like a silver coin over the lake? And consider each leaf lined with
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both shadow and pale light. What sweet mysteries the night holds for those
who seek them!"
The doe returned Orea, elated by the heady draught of moonlight,
to her home. As the woman climbed off the pale creature, brilliant light
engulfed her. Standing before her were two luminous beings, like humans
in form and figure, but far more beautiful and awful than any mortal. She
knew them at once—Apollo, eyes still flashing like the sun, and Artemis,
pale and sublime. The divinities gazed with affection on the dazzled wom
an, who knelt before them transfixed.
Artemis was the first to speak, a soft smile playing at the corners of
her lips. "Dear child, now you must tell us, which do you love best, night
or day?"
"Best?" the woman asked. "How could I ever choose? I have seen all
the glory of day and all the majesty of night, and these have been the first
sights my eyes have ever beheld. The loveliness is too much for me. I am
devoted to both equally."
"You will not choose?" Apollo asked. "What shall we do, my sister?
There is no champion to our amusing diversion. The maid loves both."
"Then we must both win... and both lose," replied the goddess, turn
ing to her brother. "Each of us may heal one of her eyes, and we will leave
this young woman in peace. She shall be neither priestess nor lover."
And so they did as the moon goddess suggested. After healing her,
Apollo and Artemis blessed Orea, saying, "May you never forget the beauty
you have been shown, a beauty that so many of your kind never appreci
ate or notice. May your eyes always see the fairness of both night and day.
Then the twins left her and returned to the Mountain of the Gods, their
pastime rivalry concluded and quickly forgotten.
The gods left Orea at dawn, and she ran through the village, waking
all and telling them of the wonders that had happened. She could finally
see the faces of each child that she knew and loved so well, and there were
many joyous tears in the village that day. Surrounded by her friends—the
women who raised her, the children who adored her, the men who protect
ed her—Orea felt that surely her joy was complete. As she gazed lovingly at
them all, she noticed something peculiar. Each person wore one article of
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clothing that displayed a graceful blend of vibrant color, yet contained no
pattern on which to concentrate. The effect disoriented her eyes. When
Orea asked one of the children about the clothes, the small boy giggled and
cried out, "You made them, Orea! Don't you like them?" But she did not like
them at all. All those hours at the loom, Orea had imagined her art to be
something very different. She didn't know exacdy what she had envisioned,
but finally seeing her crafts for what they were caused Orea disappointment
rather than satisfaction. Upon noticing her distress, one of the women asked
her what was wrong. After Orea explained, the woman replied that weav
ers drew their patterns from the order they saw in nature, such as the flight
pattern of geese, or the petals of flowers. She continued hesitantly, stating
that Orea could not have known these patterns before having sight. Kindly,
she added that the villagers loved these garments because no one but Orea
could ever have made them. Orea did not see the tenderness and affection
in the woman's eyes, or in the way everyone proudly wore her clothes. She
only saw the order of the natural world around her, and the comparative
chaos of her own work. Her embarrassment and shame blinded her to the
truth of her art—its beauty came not from the skill of the artist, but from
the love of the community for their blind weaver-woman.
That night, as she lay down to sleep, Orea found herself unable to close
her eyes. She kept thinking of the liquid silver moon reflections, the muted
songs of the stream, the happy calls of insects and creatures and birds. She
remembered the cool moonlight on her cheek and the balmy warmth of the
settling dusk. She couldn't bear to miss the night by sleeping, so she rose
from her bed and went into the woods. Intoxicated by nighttime, she spent
the hours of darkness dancing and wandering and dreaming.
When Orea finally returned to her small home on the outskirts of town,
the sun had barely risen. She lay down on her bed, exhausted yet thrilled by
her night in the woods. As she tried to close her eyes to sleep, she couldn't
help but think of the day just beginning. She knew the young birds would
soon wake in their nests, calling with wide, insistent mouths to their moth
ers. She thought of the soft kisses of the sun on her neck and shoulders,
and though she was weary, she rose again from her bed and into the open
world. She turned her face to the sun, just as the flowers did, and felt its
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golden beams press against her closed eyelids. Smiling, the maiden went
exploring all day, amazed by the small miracles unfolding all around her.
The following night brought the same ritual, as did the following day.
Try as she might, Orea could not allow herself to sleep during any part of
the day or night, for fear of missing the beauty she had been shown by the
gods. Beyond weary, the once-vibrant and robust young woman grew frail
and sallow. Her hands never touched the loom in which she once found
her purpose and joy. Her baskets full of yarn—emerald, goldenrod, orchid,
jade—lay unused and fading in the musty cottage, and Orea's ability to feel
color and beauty faded along with them. She stopped listening to the foot
steps of children and had ears only for the sounds of the wilderness. The
children became increasingly distant and afraid of the fragile woman who
restlessly wandered the hills around the village. Unable to find respite and
growing weaker by the hour, Orea traveled into her beloved woods one final
time, never to return.
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The Works of Your Hands

ETHAN HARRISON
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Notes to a Future Archaeologist

KATHARINE FLORO

Here, you—have it. All that's left of me, etched in cracking ink on paper
nobody expected to last a hundred, five hundred, two thousand years.
How long has it been?
I expect you to know. Calculate. Research. Pay attention—and be quick
about it! I am the last fragment of a departed soul.
Ideally, you don't speak English. Then you'll have to translate—makes you
read more closely. Cherish every word. Analyze every nuance, parse
every syllable.
Of course I'm worth your time! I'm two thousand years old! A snippet of
the past, a thought undiluted, my mind to yours.
But what about my historical reliability, you fret, squinting down that
snobbish nose, you don't know that I can be trusted—
Which one of us was alive two thousand years ago? You've got some
nerve. I bet Homer feels just like this. You do still read Homer?
"Poor English"? Didn't we establish you don't speak English? You have
no right to malign my diction!—and there you go, comparing me to
Anne Frank. What next, Aristotle?
Anne Frank. Bah. At least I'm funnier.
Just keep laughing—like jou never had trouble with the opposite gender?
You're an archaeologist. A spindly bug-eyed geek talking to dead people.
Put this down and come back when you have a life.
You only get one. I would know, wouldn't I?
Wait, don't—that part was private—
But what's it matter? I'm dead. No one ever reads these things. So I'm not
Anne Frank. I can live with it. You're no Indiana Jones yourself, buddy.
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The Music

TYLER SHOCKEY

The music flowed like smoke from mouths inviting
carcinogenic fumes into young lungs.
The music served as a prayer for healing because
cryogenics won't fix all the damage done.
The music was dharma sutra, making rules through
hallucinogenic experiences to shape life around.
The players sat and let their souls express
emotion, and peace caressed their faces.
The players played like court musicians with
devotion to crowds of self-proclaimed kings.
The players stopped their song, and the roar of
the ocean was softer than the new silence.
The audience misunderstood the event,
frailty of soul preventing absorption.
The audience possessed a kind of blind
loyalty to separation of ears and soul.
The audience never grasped the cold truth that
cruelly within was preventing change.
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Peonies: A Sestina

AMANDA COOPER

3rd PLACE POETRY

It was early morning when she descended the steps
to the porch side, teacup in hand, dressed in her nightgown.
Steam billowed from her cup, and with a swallow
she examined her garden of weeds and unexpected peonies.
It was early for blooming peonies; frost, like glass,
still settled on the lawn, reflecting sunrise light of tangerine.
The radiant glow of tangerine
cast amber trails across steps
covered in an icy coating of glass.
Between her fingers she tucked her nightgown
and gingerly treaded the garden of peonies
that melted the frost in one great flower swallow.
The barn swallow,
perched not far from the path of tangerine,
must have also taken notice of the peonies
as he took the first steps
to nest-building. She imagined that his lady bird, also in her nightgown,
would enjoy the flowerbed of glass
that he chose for their home. Sipping her glass
of tea, she admired the familiar swallow
lover as she folded into her nightgown
bouquets of peonies that glistened in the tangerine
sunlight. She took the steps
back to the house, recalling her own swallow's peonies:
Peonies
placed in vases of glass,
peonies lining the porch steps,
peonies presented over morning tea. With a swallow,
she methodically lined the tangerine
trail with the peonies from her nightgown.
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Her nightgown,
stained with the rouge petals of peonies,
dragged along the tangerine
terrace of glass,
blood red with the memory of her swallow
lover's peony-petaled steps.
The steps to the house creaked beneath her nightgown.
The barn swallow, quieted by the rouge of the peonies,
shut his glass eyes to the skies of tangerine.
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Feel the Music

SYLVIA KELLER
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Everything Unspoken

CORINNE HILLS

(one)
Sometimes I love how oblivious you are. Sometimes I hate it.
You smile at the world and never see how I long for that smile to be
turned on me.
But it's safer this way.
(two)
We laugh together, you and I; you have figured out that I like Psych as
much as you do, though I'll never admit it. I'm supposed to be
"the intelligent one"
of our group, so how could I like a show about two guys whose antics run
off the map of ridiculosity?
But it makes me laugh.
(three)
I do not profess to understand why men are
so serious
about putting a ball through a hoop. I don't take much interest in it either,
but I could sit for hours staring at the (silly men jumping around on) TV,
if only you will explain it to me and keep talking to me and I can keep
looking at you without raising suspicions.
And you kind of seem to like explaining it to me.
It's even better when we play euchre, because one of two good things will
happen:
either we get to be partners, and I have to pay close attention to you and
you to me,
or we are on opposite teams, sitting side by side, and we fold our legs
Indian-style so our
knees
touch.
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The other two people never matter.
Once, at Steak-and-Shake, I sat next to you
the whole night. (!)
When Lacey came late, I had to scoot over because
ours
was the only bench with two, not three, and my leg touched yours —
oh, I'm floating!
And when she left, I did the only bold and flirtatious thing I've done in
my life:
I didn't move, but stayed close to you.
The funny thing was, you had just enough space to move away,
but you didn't.
(four)
So I see you at church and at our friends' houses. Our group goes out to
eat and laugh and play card games.
And I look at the other girls, see how they are not quite supermodels —
but only not quite.
Lacey with her athletic body and her dark, waiy hair and her way of making everyone
laugh.
Anna with her womany curves and her sweet smile and her way of making everyone
feel loved.
And me.
I am drab-sparrow-brown to their bright-cardinal-red and soft-bluebird-blue.
What could you ever see in me?
But something in your deep-eagle-yes tells me not to give up hope.
(five)
Summer fades, and it's off to separate colleges, but we're only twenty
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-longminutes apart. The leaves flame and die as I think of you.
I go to visit a good friend at your college, but really, I am looking for you.
And suddenly, there you are, smiling and saying that it's been too long,
and why haven't we talked?
My dear and understanding friend "loses herself" in the sprawl of the
cafeteria.
You are one of the few people who can crack my shy shell. Soon, you
have me laughing and talking, not caring as the cafeteria empties and stu
dents wander off to class.
"I don't have class 'til four," you say, and my heart jumps, hoping that you
mean you want to spend the time with me.
"Let's go somewhere," you say, and now my heart is in my throat. Where
do you want to go?" you ask, and I'm thinking, anywhereyou are, but what I
say is, "Well, I don't really know this campus, so you pick."
But all I can think about is the way your eyes never leave mine.
(six)
We talk about the mundane things, classes and professors,
and wouldn't it be nice if they decided to scrap all homework?
Oh, look at that squirrel! Remember when Lacey and Anna called you a
"squirrel killer?"
And we laugh because we both know that you were only joking when you
shook a stick at that squirrel.
When at last we stand at the door to your class, you say
you'll have to come visit me sometime, if that's okay.
I'm thinking,
If that's okay? Of course it's okay! I will count the hours until you come!
but what I say is, "Sure, any time. My weekends are usually pretty clear," as
if focusing on details will calm my racing heart.
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But alone in my car, I sing my heart out.
(seven)
The next evening, I am surprised to see you online, and
even more surprised when the litde chat box pops up and you're saying,
"Hi, how are you?"
And we talk, longer than I thought we could,
and the questions get deeper
and you admit that girls intimidate you
and I admit that guys intimidate me
and we lol.
But secretly, I'm glad that you might just be shy, that I might have a
chance.
(eight)
I stand wrapped in my own arms against the chilly wind, hoping that it
won't whip my hair completely out of place. (It does.)
You pull up in your sleek, black sports car
(I still don't know what it's called),
and suddenly you are reaching out to hug me—
and then you must have misread the shock on my face, because you
quickly pull back and study the ground and stutter that you're sorry, you
didn't mean to presume—
and a giggle slips past my lips.
You look up, and my heart melts at the hope in your eyes.
"It's okay," I whisper. "I— I'm glad to see you, too."
My heart bursts like a Fourtb-of-Ju/y sky.
We smile at each other and silently fall into step.
"Where are we going?" you ask. "Just walking," I say. "Is that okay?"
"Fine with me."
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Your hand brushes against mine; my heart leaps. "Is it okay..." you pause,
".. .if I hold your hand?"
I slip my hand into yours.
I don't quite know, for sure and for certain, that you're saying what I hope
you mean.
But it's okay, because you're here.
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Untitled

BETHANY TROSPER
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A Song of Old Age

ADAM KANZLER

Old men are creaking on the porch; can't you
Hear the song their rocking makes? It sounds
The relendess steady rhythm of long
Beating hearts. Creases and folds remember
The days they have seen; surrounding eyes that
Shine with a knowledge only they possess.
There's laughter inside those creaks that make the air
Vibrate with life. And laughter's companion
Is present too, making the air dense with
Sorrow discernable only by those with
Creases and folds. Together, with every
Thing in between, they make a chorus line,
Dancing and singing to the rhythmic rocking—
Heard in the transcendent creaking of old
Men sitting in chairs of silent content.
Their days are now spent rocking on the porch,
And the sun warms the wrinkled faces etched
With deep, slight grins, taunting buzzards circling above.
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Grampa Gus an' the Baseball Game

DREW NEUENSCHWANDER

Each 4th of July our family leaves town
an' meets with kin folk at the ol' hoedown.
Baked taters hit the spot; roast does the same,
but the day's highlight is the baseball game.
Now somehow ev'ry year Grampa Gus gets word;
he busts outta the rest home just to join the herd.
An' ev'ry year since the Wright plane flew,
Grampa Gus' team is the winnin' team, too!
Y'all might not believe this tale 'o mine.
Most folks his age can't dash the baseline.
But Ol' Gramps can! An' with his cane for a bat,
I declare, Grampa Gus can knock a brick wall flat!
His thumbs are big as sausages; arms, thick as trees.
An' he's fast as greased lightnin' on creaky ol' knees.
His loopin' swing's a legend, an' it ain't slowed down
by his Parkinson's disease or that itchy flannel gown.
The bat cracks hard, an' the ball flies deep,
Gus lopes off home plate with a vic'try leap!
Relatives stampede, fightin' tooth an' nail
to SNATCH UP THAT BALL but to no avail!
Gramps' toe stomps first, an' he grinds due south,
his dentures a'rattlin' inside his mouth!
Cuz'n Joe wings the ball with Mach 10 force,
but Gus jumps up, an' he clears the ball's course!
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With a rebel yell, Gus stomps down second base,
not a drop of persp'ration yet rollin' down his face.
Aunt Beulah dives at Gus, the ball in her hand,
but Gus stops quick, landin' Auntie in the sand!
Dad pries the ball from our sniggerin' aunt
An' flings it on home, his pemision scant.
He beans our catcher below the waist.
Gaspin,' the boy scoops the ball in haste.
Mitt swings round an' tags nothin' but air!
Not fair! Some stare, some glare, an' some swear!
But soon, all is laughin' 'til it rings in the dell.
Then the young 'uns '11 mob 'im with an eager yell!
An' Gus falls on 'is back where he rumbles with mirth
'til his laughin' shakes up the foundations of earth.
Yep. All in all, though rowdy an' bizarre,
Our hoedowns is the best of times there are!
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Hope

NATALIE PULS
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The Black Parade

RYAN DUNCAN

It was Halloween night and the streets were aglow with the smiles of
Jack-o-Lanterns. Doorbells had begun to ring long before the arrival of
dusk as the children, disguised as their favorite imp or ghoul, moved quickly
from house to house seeking treats to carry away into the night. Now, under
the newly veiled darkness, they laughed and shrieked wildly, chasing one an
other through hedges and over fences as if they had become the creatures
they tried to emulate.
From his bedroom window, Emil watched enviously as a crowed of
monsters ran gleefully through the street. For what seemed like the hun
dredth time he wished he were not sick, wished he were outside with the
rest of the children, laughing and playing as they enjoyed the evening's
spoils. More than that, he missed feeling the cool autumn wind against his
face and the sound of the leaves crunching underfoot. Emil missed a lot
of things.
A knock sounded on his bedroom door and a woman's face appeared
moments later.
"Ho/a Emil."
"Ho/a Marta," he replied. A tiny smile appeared on the edges of Emil's
lips, for he liked Marta very much. She was tall and pretty, with long black
hair and deep brown eyes. Before getting sick, he had often followed her as
she worked around the house, asking to be taught words in Spanish. Marta
entered and took a seat on the foot of his bed.
"I thought I would come visit you before I went home. How are you
feeling?"
Emil cast a longing glance out the window. "I'm fine."
Marta frowned and reached out to touch his face.
"Oh Emil, I'm sorry you had to miss Halloween. Your parents told me
it is your favorite holiday."
Emil shook his head so she wouldn't see the wetness in his eyes.
"It's fine. I didn't have a costume anyway." Abrupdy he turned to Mar
ta. "Did you make a costume for Halloween?"
"Oh, no," Marta laughed, "My family does not celebrate Halloween."
"You don't?" asked Emil. "But don't you miss all the candy, and the
costumes, and all the fun?"
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"No. Well, maybe a little," Marta admitted. "But we have plenty of fun on
El Dia de Los Muertos."
Emil blinked, "What's that?"
"I am sorry. In English it is called The Day of the Dead.'"
Emil drew the covers up to his chin.
"It sounds scary."
"Not at all," she assured him."JB/ Dia de Los Muertos is a time when we
remember those who have died and celebrate their lives, giving thanks their
souls have found peace in Heaven. There is plenty of food and music, danc
ing as well. My sisters and I make tiny skulls out of sugar called Calaveras; it
is my favorite part aside from the parade."
"Parade?" Emil brightened, "I love parades. My school always puts on
a parade during Halloween. All the kids dress up and walk around to the
classrooms so we can show off our costumes. Last year I was a ghost. I cut
holes in one of the old bed sheets and ran around the school scaring the
girls. Can I come see the parade with you, Marta, please? "
Marta hesitated. "I.. .1 will have to ask your parents, but if they say yes
I would love to take you."
Emil nodded and settled back down into his bed. "Marta?"
"Yes Emil?"
"Will you sing for me?" She gave him a wry smile. "Alright, but only
one song, then you have to go to sleep. Your parents will be angry if I keep
you awake all night."
"I understand. I'll go right to sleep." he promised.
Marta rose from her seat and walked over to the window. The moon
shone brightly in the sky behind her, casting a silver sheen over her hair as
she began to sing. It was a low and rich lullaby she had sung him before. He
did not know the words, because it was all sung in Spanish, but the music
slowly filled his thoughts, and within moments he was asleep.
The next day the Doctor came. Emil did not like the Doctor—a fat
man whose graying beard could not mask his constant frown any more than
his spectacles could hide the beady eyes behind their lenses. Each time the
Doctor came to visit, Emil was rudely poked and prodded while the
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Doctor muttered to himself. Once he had finished, the Doctor would al
ways sigh, uncap his pen, and scribble something onto a chart. Then came
the shot. The long, silver needle always made Emil tremble with fear. If he
was fortunate, the shot would be given to him in the arm, but today was no
such day. The Doctor rolled him onto his stomach and Emil whimpered as
he felt the cold needle sink deep into his back.
All the while his parents stood at the back of his room, watching. When
the Doctor had first begun to visit Emil, his Mother had always been near
by, clutching his hand as though she feared the Doctor would tear him
from her. Behind her, his Father had stood rooted to the floor like an oak
tree. But as the visits became more frequent, they gradually began to give
the Doctor more and more room to work. Now they stood together like
shadows on the wall.
His Father, distant and cold, not at all like the man who had once car
ried Emil atop his shoulders. As for his Mother, Emil could remember how
her green eyes used to sparkle whenever she laughed. Now they were dull,
almost colorless if they hadn't been so bloodshot. The creases in her face
had nothing to do with laughter.
The Doctor finished with the shot and quickly began to pack his things.
Once done, he hurried over to where Emil's parents stood and leaned in
to whisper something Emil couldn't quite make out. Both of his parents
nodded solemnly and thanked the Doctor for coming. While his Father
escorted the Doctor out of the room, his Mother came forward and kissed
him lighdy on the head.
"What did he tell you Mommy?"
"It's nothing, Dear," she said, gendy smoothing his hair. "Why don't
you get some sleep? That was a very long check-up."
"Okay. I love you Mommy."
"I love you too, Sweetheart."
After she left, Emil tried to sleep, but instead he lay awake with his eyes
closed, wondering about what the Doctor had said to his parents. Hours
passed quiedy until a small knock on his door broke the silence.
"Ho/a? Emil?"
"Ho/a Marta."
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Closing the door behind her, Marta picked up the stool the Doctor had
been using and moved it closer to his bedside. "I heard you had a big doc
tor's appointment today."
Emil propped himself up on the pillows and smiled at her. "Mm-hmm.
I had to get another shot, but I didn't cry at all." Then after a moment he
confessed, "Well, I cried a little, but not a lot."
"Well, I think you're very brave getting so many shots," said Marta.
"Muy valienteP The compliment made Emil's pale cheeks blush a rosy red.
"Since you missed Halloween, I thought I would bring you something
to cheer you up." She held out her hand and for the first time Emil noticed
the small red package cradled in her palm.
"For me?" he asked.
She nodded and handed him the gift, waiting patiendy as he unwrapped
it. Pulling away the last of the paper, Emil discovered a tiny white skull grin
ning happily up at him from within the wrapping.
"A Calavera?" he asked excitedly.
Marta nodded. "I made it myself."
"Thank you Marta!" Emil nibbled at the side of his treat, savoring the
sweet flavor. "I love it; it's so delicious. Thank you."
Marta simply smiled. "I'm glad you like it."
"Emil, are you awake?" The door to his room opened suddenly, reveal
ing his Mother with a concerned look on her face. When she saw Marta, her
eyebrows arched in surprise. "Oh, hello Marta. I didn't realize you were-"
Her gaze fell on the skull in Emil's hand and she paused. "What is that?"
"A Calavera," said Emil, holding out the present for her to see. "Marta
gave it to me because I missed Halloween." A strange look passed over his
Mother's face. Emil suddenly felt the urge to hide the Calavera where no one
could see it, though he could not understand why. His Mother smiled, but
her mouth seemed drawn, almost tight.
"Did she? That...was a very nice thing for her to do. Marta, may I
speak with you outside for a moment?" It seemed more of a command
then a question, and when Marta rose, it was stiffly, unbefitting her graceful
nature.
The two women stepped through the doorway, closing it behind them
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so that Emil was left alone in his room. Pushing himself up onto one arm,
he listened for any sound that might slip underneath the door. At moments
Emil thought he could make out hushed voices speaking quickly, but he
wasn't sure, and the longer he waited the more he believed it was just his
imagination. He wanted the door to open. He wanted Marta to return and
sing him to sleep. But no matter how hard he wished, the door remained
closed, and it was many hours later when he fell into a troubled sleep.
It was now difficult for Emil to know when he was awake and when
he was asleep. His mind felt clouded, and his body seemed so cold. He was
tired, always tired. In the distance he heard his bedroom door opening and
someone calling his name.
"Marta?"
"No, Sweetheart, it's Mommy." His eyelids felt heavy but he managed
to open them. His Mother sat by his bed, holding his hand in hers the way
she used to do.
"Hello, Sweetheart. How do you feel?"
"I'm so tired. Is Marta here?" His Mother pursed her lips in worry.
"No, Darling. I'm afraid Marta won't be visiting anymore."
"Why not?"
"Well she.. .Listen, Honey. Your Father and I are taking you to the doc
tor's later today."
The news was so strange that all Emil managed to say was, "Okay."
His Mother pursed her lips again and then leaned down to kiss him on
the forehead.
"Your Father and I will be ready soon. You just rest until then."
"Okay. I love you, Mommy."
"I love you too, Sweetheart." Silence. There was no sound of his Moth
er leaving, but something told Emil he was alone. A heavy sleep descended
on him, causing his thoughts to stray. So when the music began, Emil was
sure it was just a dream. It started with the call of a horn, long and low, fol
lowed by the chimes of many bells. The horn sounded again, and this time
drums emerged to lend it their beat. The bells chimed again, and a chorus
of flutes erupted, demanding that he wake.
Emil opened his eyes. The sunset was bathing his room in a brilliant
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amber hue. Turning to the window, he peered outside and felt a gasp escape
his lips. A great procession filled the street below. All its members wore
exotic black costumes as well as masks of ornate gold.
Many of the men and women were playing instruments ranging from
drums and violins to strange pipes Emil had never seen before. Their music
was unlike anything he had ever heard, so mysterious and beautiful. Those
that carried no instrument danced together as they marched, turning and
leaping in rhythm to the music. At the center of it all stood a woman, held
aloft from the crowd on a litter decorated in silk curtains. Like the others
she wore a black gown and a mask of gold, but as Emil watched, her face
lifted skyward and she began to sing.
Her words were strange, but beautiful, and the more Emil listened to
her song, the more he was reminded of Marta. Resolution grew in his chest;
he could not miss this parade. Tearing himself away from the window, Emil
threw his covers aside. His body was slow to react. It felt as if he were be
ing peeled off the bed the way one peels a scab off an old wound. It had
been so long since he last walked and it worried Emil to think he might be
clumsy, but once his feet touched the floor he was amazed at how light he
felt. He rushed through his bedroom door and nearly glided down the stair
case. Upon reaching the bottom floor, Emil hesitated. His parents were in
the other room talking to one another. If they caught him sneaking out he
would probably miss the parade. So, making sure his steps fell lightly, Emil
passed through the front door of his home and left quietly.
Outside, the parade had continued its march and was now almost half
way past his house. As if signaling his approach, the parade's music began
to recede and the dancers stopped their wild movements. All eyes turned to
stare at him, and for a moment Emil feared he was an unwelcome spectator
to their performance. Suddenly the woman stood before him, held aloft on
her silken pallet. Emil looked up at her face and found that she was smiling.
Kind brown eyes looked down on him through the holes in her mask, and
as he continued to gaze up at her, she knelt down and offered him her hand.
Emil took it, cautiously at first, but as their fingers closed together he sud
denly knew she meant him no harm and returned her smile with one of his
own. Gently, the lady pulled him aboard her pallet and the rest of the
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procession erupted into chers. Music began anew and dancers leapt with joy
as the parade resumed its march. Emil watched everything from atop the lit
ter. Next to him, the woman in the black dress had begun to sing again, and
as he listened, Emil finally understood the meaning of her words. The pa
rade marched forward into the sunset, and Emil never once looked back.
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Stairway to Haven

CARLEY LEE
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Irene (1923-1926)

MARIKA REPPAS

My grandfather's eldest sister
Irene, not yet three,
she was always thirsty,
always said, "Mama, water. Mommy,
please." They lived on a farm,
in Bozeman, Montana,
and the insulin
came too late for Irene.
Her mother could only feed her
vegetables or butter. Broccoli,
mushrooms, or butter.
But Irene wanted water.
She held little Irene
in her lap and arms
with the water bucket.
"Water, Mama,"
her breaths too loud
for a little girl. She watched
Irene's litde chest
fall and rise and
fall and rise and
faU
like the hooves
of a horse running wild,
pounding down the ground,
and her lips shook
as she kissed the sweat
from under Irene's ice
blue eyes.
The insulin came too late for Irene.
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Niagara Falls in a teacup

STEPHANIE BINION

it falls and smashes
then splashes
shimmering, gushing
infinity shardlets
spraying, drenching me.
tea
could never quench—
sipping 1/2 a teaspoon at a time
(only on Sundays, those were my
great-grandmother's you know)
oh,
Never have I been so delighted
at the explosion of fine-bone-china
bursting—
its ribs flying outwards, upwards
pieces falling
uncountable Gallons pummeling and
pounding, submerging, soaking
overflowing(flooding)whelming
I am wet all over.
"I could more easily contain Niagara Falls in a tea cup then I can comprehend the
wild, uncontainable love of God."
—Brennan Manning, The Ragamuffin Gospel.
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Rooted in the Voice:
A Conversation with Gregory Wolfe on Writing Judiciously,
Probing Ambiguity, and Doing Justice to the World

GREGORY WOLFE is the publisher and editor of Image, a journal of
arts and religion. Image, now one of America's top literary quarterlies, is
celebrating its 20th year in publication. Wolfe has written several books,
including "Intruding Upon the Timeless: Meditations on Art, Faith, and
Mystery," "Malcolm Muggeridge: A Biography," and "Sacred Passion: The
Art of William Schickel." He has co-authored several works with his wife,
Suzanne Wolfe, and has published over 200 essays and articles in various
journals throughout his career. Wolfe also serves as Writer in Residence at
Seattle Pacific University. Currently, Wolfe is working on a collection of es
says, as well as a book about Renaissance Christian Humanists.

Kelli Conners: Some of my questions—a lot of them—are focused on
writing: your personal writing style and experience, a little bit on Image, and
just the writing process in general. One thing I wondered—when you sit
down to write, how much of a plan do you have in mind? Do you know
exactly where the piece is going, or is it something you start with more of
a sentence or an idea?
Gregory Wolfe: I probably pursue a middle path between the extremes
when I write. I tend to brood a lot before I write. I'm sort of like a fussy
mother hen. I'm kind of shifting my position and keeping the egg warm
for a long time. I need that processing time. It's without notes. It's without
outlines. It's just thinking my way around something and trying to sense
the shape that I'm looking for. Part of it involves looking for my opening,
so I can sit down and start, but part of it is just trying to think something
through. Most of my writing is fairly expository. I edit a literary journal, but
my editorials at the beginning are a little bit more—I wouldn't say they're
analytical, but they're meditations. They have a certain level of argument
to them, and argument demands a certain discipline. You have points that
develop into each other. Even then I try not to totally map out everything
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I'm going to say, because I know that however much I've thought ahead
of time, the process of writing itself is going to uncover something that I
wasn't expecting, and I want to be able to have the freedom to run with that
for a paragraph or three. So yeah, it's kind of a combination really.
KC: When you're working on something like that, where you spend a lot
of time thinking about it and writing it, what do you do with other writing
ideas? Do you develop them alongside one project, or do you try to keep
them for later and just focus on one thing at a time?
GW: Well, I can't stop them when they come upon me, so I do have a way
of keeping them on a mental shelf and prioritizing them. There are times
when I think I'm ready to approach a topic and then I have to back off. I
realize I'm not prepared. Sometimes it's because it's a bigger, more complex
topic. Sometimes it's just because I haven't done the work. But the ideas
come when they come, and I do make some notes to myself. I put notes in
my Blackberry and I forget that I have notes. So once in awhile I sort of
open it up and, oh yeah, there's a litde notepad! Oh yeah, I wrote 12 notes!
So I do occasionally rediscover something.
KC: Do you ever toss out a project halfway through, and if so, what do you
look at in a project to know whether or not it's worth salvaging?
GW: Now, that's a good question. I've already said that I leave some space
for spontaneity and discovery when I write. When I'm doing something
more ambitious I have to decide pretty well before I begin whether I'm go
ing to go through with it or not. I've never bailed. There's only one book
project where I did crash and burn, and I'm glad. I think out of the ashes
of that book, which I could have forced—it would have been a very bad
book, it would have been very dry and abstract—that one project is kind
of a classic example of how to learn from your mistakes. Generally, I'm
so busy these days as an administrator, fundraiser, editor, and speaker, that
when I write, I have to have—I call it the Desert Storm theory—you have
to have massive, overwhelming firepower in order to conquer the situation.
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You don't want to take any casualties; you want to dominate. So I have to
build up a head of steam when I write something. Most times I pretty much
have a gut feeling that I've got what it takes. This one book project, it was
difficult for me, because I mosdy do finish what I start, and God willing and
I have the time, it will lead to a much better project.
KC: Do you think you do anything as a writer that is unique or unusual, or
do you have any quirks?
GW: Well, over the years I've gotten better at what I call faking myself out.
Writing is hard and usually there are deadlines associated—for me anyway.
I've been doing it now for thirty years and it's still hard. It's hard work and,
frankly, it's scary. It's a scary process. And it's not just because I have a
bad self-image. Every writer struggles with the question of whether they're
doing anything that's any good. I just know how hard it is to do anything
good, and I know it's going to call out all of me. I sometimes quail a litde
bit before the immensity of the challenge. I've learned to do things like read
the newspaper, even though it's minutes before I have to start writing; I can
do it in a way that fakes myself out. I can pretend it's just like reading the
Sunday paper and it just gives me a litde moment, a litde oasis, of peace be
fore the clock strikes and it's time to get going. So, the fake out. I'm getting
better at faking myself out.
KC: I saw in your website that Ron Hansen called you "one of the most
incisive and persuasive voices of our generation." What do you think makes
your voice persuasive, or what makes people respond to a text?
GW: Well, if I were to be given a nickname, the way they used to in the
olden days, like Richard the Lionhearted or Ethelred the Unready or what
ever; whatever they call kings or knights or barons, they would give them
names that would seem to go with their character. I guess the one I would
like—and I know it's going to sound a little anti-climactic compared to
Lionhearted—I'd like to be called Greg the Judicious. I know that the word
judicious is hardly sexy; it's not edgy, or wild, or rollicking, or paradoxical, or
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what have you, but my whole career has been shaped by trying to respond
to what I think is a hyper-politicized age. An age where ideology or extreme
fundamentalist ideologies of left and right have done great damage to our
social fabric, to our churches, and to our schools. In a sense, I think great
writing is balanced— It seeks balance and seeks an awareness of honoring
the truth wherever it lies, which often means some on the left and some on
the right. I've sort of championed the way that great writing can slow us
down and probe ambiguity and remind us that no one has a single lock on
truth.
So, in my own writing I try to be very balanced. I try to go overboard
and I hope that doesn't mean boring, middle of the road, and bland. I think
sometimes I am a litde bit edgy in the sense that I'm willing to find a balance
that different camps don't like very much, and I think sometimes the true
golden mean can be the most revolutionary thing of all. Because my writ
ing is centered on my faith, I often think of the incarnation guide. Christ is
fully human and fully God, so we have to balance what is human in us—you
might say the earthly horizontal dimension—with our spiritual dimension,
our vertical dimension. So my writing is a way of trying to find that dynamic
center where human and spiritual things honor each other, and are true to
each other. I try to be a voice that people will think, This guy is really weighing
things carefully. When he speaks we 11 trust that he's thought this through pretty well and
is trying to be fair to everyone, andpush each of us, push ourprejudices and challenge us
to say, Haveyou given afair hearing to this thing thatyou normally wouldn't have given
the time of day?'
KC: You've touched a little bit on my next question, how your faith influ
ences you as a writer. I also wonder, do you tend to have a specifically Chris
tian or secular audience in mind when you write?
GW: Well, from the beginning we wanted Image to be a journal in the public
square. There has, over the decades in America, been a tendency on the part
of a lot of Christians to withdraw into what I would call a subculture, and
to create Christian publishing companies, Christian music labels, and to cre
ate a world that is somehow safe and protected. What you are going to get
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is not going to challenge you too much, and it makes you feel good. I under
stand why some people have done that, because they think that the big bad
world is a litde too bad and maybe a little too big. But in the beginning, Image
was never intended to stay within a subculture, so it is meant to be on the
same bookshelf in the same bookstore next to the New Yorker and Harper's
Magazine and The Paris Review. I try to write in a way that even a non-believer
would engage. I hope that it's judicious enough that a thoughtful atheist or
agnostic who—let's say he has doubts or is maybe haunted by the possibility
of faith—that he would read something I wrote and he would say, "Okay. I
can tell this guy is really into this stuff. He's gung-ho for his religion, and yet
the way he treats it seems to be aware enough of those human ambiguities
that it gives a place for me as a non-believer to listen to what he's saying and
to hear him speaking human truths that I know I can connect with. I can
meet him there on that ground, and I'll listen to him as he starts to connect
this to a different realm."
KC: I think Christian literature and especially Christian fiction is often held
in low esteem. Is that something you were trying to counteract with Image?
GW: Yes, certainly when you say Christian literature or Christian fiction as
if it is some kind of genre of writing unto itself. I'm kind of old-school in
the sense that I think there's only fiction, poetry, and creative nonfiction.
It can be by a person of faith, but when you say the phrase Christian fic
tion these days, what you generally mean is that subculture material—the
material published by the Christian publishers, for Christian consumption.
That very often involves what I would not really consider literature at all.
It's generally pop writing. I think that most of that work is poor art and
poor spirituality—precisely because it's commercialized. It's meant to sell. It
tends to take shortcuts and to paper over difficult and puzzling and some
times troubling issues of human life and human spirit.
Image exists to call Christians to a higher level, to engage with what
would be called high art and literature. Now, I know we live in a very popu
lous country, so a lot of people think there's a horrible elitism about what
I've just said. But a friend of mine, Ken Myers—who does this wonderful
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Mars Hill Audio series of interviews that you can get on podcast or CD—
once said that he thinks the greatest threat to Christianity in America is
not atheism, but pop culture. The greatest threat is the dumbing down of
people of faith so that they're so taken over by the commodification of a
commercial culture that Jesus becomes a product that you purchase, enjoy
and consume. I'm willing to risk being called an elitist when I say that that
kind of pop culture is like junk food. We all saw the movie Super-Si^e Me—
that's what happens to a soul on the junk food of culture. So yes, we're elit
ist, but there's nothing to be intimidated about, because in Image there are
no footnotes. It's creative writing, so it's vivid, human, exciting, funny and
quirky, and yes, it places some demands on people. And we're all tired and
burned out, so we hesitate before demands, but if our faith calls us to live a
higher standard of existence, then the kind of art and literature that calls us
to live that standard should be something we challenge ourselves with on a
regular basis.
KC: What is your favorite part about your job?
GW: My favorite part of my job is simply being in the literary trenches. By
that I mean reading manuscript submissions and realizing that you hold in
your hands an extraordinary piece of writing that's exciting, fresh, moving,
funny or quirky. When you've still got the return address envelope sitting
on your lap and you know that piece is destined to be set in type, bound in
covers and sent out into the world—that's really where the excitement lies.
It's even better when it's someone I don't know. I love the fact that Image has
built up a stable of writers over the years that are incredibly competent, but
probably the ultimate thing is finding a new voice. Everything I do in some
ways is to make those moments possible. The journal exists for me to share
those moments with everyone else.
KC: You also teach creative writing at Seattle Pacific University. What is one
thing you most hope your students would take away from that course?
GW: Well, I specifically teach creative nonfiction. The central theme of
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creative nonfiction is being able to write about true things from a very sub
jective place. And what I'm always hoping students come away with is an
understanding that objectivity and subjectivity are both important. I often
tell them that creative writing—or any kind of writing—is not self-expres
sion. That's a very sentimental and muddled idea. Writing that seeks to be
self-expression is generally sloppy, indulgent, uninteresting and egotistical.
Great writing is about doing justice to the world. That's my little motto:
"Do justice to the world." Here's the paradox: you can only do justice to
the world—and your part of the world—by authentically understanding
your own subjective window on that world. That is, to speak honestly about
the world is to speak honestly about who's doing the looking. So creative
nonfiction is about this tension between the subjective and the objective,
between your quirkiness and individuality and the objective world you're
trying to render justice to. I really want my students to come away under
standing that paradox and trying to do justice to the world while knowing
that they themselves are a part of that world. They have to become charac
ters in their own story, and they have to be treated honestly.
KC: How does what you read influence how you write?
GW: Yowzers. Well, on one level it holds up a standard. I try to read good
books; they are constantly demonstrating for me what great writing really
is and what my writing needs to be. Like everyone else, I read some books
more for craft than I do for content. With some writers, I just enjoy the
texture of their prose or the way that they shape an essay. I might not even
agree with much of what they say, but I like how they say it. So part of my
reading as a creative person is what I call "reading for craft." But certainly
most of my reading is still reading for content, so I read books that wrestle
with the same big questions I wrestle with.
KC: Maybe you could leave us with this: What would you say to encourage
someone who's frustrated with writing in an English class at college?
GW: Well, writing is like any other skill. When it's done well, it's a thing
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of beauty, and we can admire when others do it. And sometimes it feels
very distant from us, but writing is something that isn't like particle physics.
It's grounded in speech—writing grows out of speech. It's not the same
things as speaking, but it's rooted in the voice. We don't realize that even in
our most casual conversations, we're shaping words. So I would tell strug
gling people that they're already invested in language, however little they
may think they're gifted as writers. Putting words together is not a kind
of luxury; it's essential to our ability to love one another, to care for one
another, and to speak the truth, because otherwise language can become
sloppy or false. Even if it's just a matter of a darned expository writing as
signment that seems like something from the ninth circle of hell, there are
ways in which language can suddenly become a litde more truthful, a little
bit more beautiful, a litde bit more meaningful, and each of us knows when
that happens and strives toward it a little bit unconsciously. Let's say you're
wooing a girl. You don't have to be writing a dumb love poem—you could
just be talking to her, telling her what's special about her and what you love
about her. You care about language then, right? So what motivates you to
care about language?—something that you love. What about meeting the
needs of the poor and the downtrodden? What about learning how to speak
more honestly about how to serve people? What about trying to awaken
other people to the needs of others? What about speaking more truthfully
about politics and what concerns a community? Those are all things that
we should be doing as individuals, where truer writing and truer use of lan
guage are a service, and each of us can do it at some level.
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